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Abstract 

In this thesis, a novel performance evaluation framework is introduced for several 

dynamic multi-agent interpretations of the Battle of the Exes scenario, which are also 

proposed for the first time. The Multi-Agent BoE scenario (MBoE) was modeled as a 

Markov Game and was computationally examined in 7 branches of 2-6 and 2-10 agents’ 

experiments (43 experiments) for two types of state-representations, two numbers of 

episodes and various reward systems. New variations of Fairness (Multi-agent Fairness 

& Reward Fairness) were proposed, with the latter being used to measure the systems’ 

performance, as literature’s 2-agents metrics were found insufficient for n-agents 

games. Furthermore, a Perfect Alternation equilibrium was introduced, defined and 

evaluated, as an ideal equilibrium, robust to the number of agents and episodes of a 

system. For the purposes of this thesis, it was hypothesized and eventually shown, that a 

Fair and Efficient equilibrium in multi-agent dynamic environments such as MBoE does 

not necessarily signify Perfect Alternation. Furthermore, new types of metrics and 

indicators for measuring and evaluating the performance of a system towards Perfect 

Alternation were introduced and tested: Rotation (RT, with 2 sub-metrics and 2 forms), 

Alternation (ALT, 6 versions) and Proportional Individual Performance. ALT metrics 

definitions were found sufficient for evaluating of Perfect Alternation, thus they was 

benchmarked and tested through the series of experiments, aspiring to initiate this 

branch of studies and contribute novel tools for deeper understanding of complex-

systems, such as the social behavior of cognitive systems. 

 

Keywords: Conventionalization, Game Theory; Battle of the Exes; Battle of the Sexes; 

Multi-agent Battle of the Exes, MBoE, Repeated Games; Markov Games; Stochastic 

Games; Alternation Equilibrium, n-agents; Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning; Q- 

learning; Perfect Alternation Equilibrium; Perfect Alternation; Fairness; Efficiency; 

Reward Fairness; Multi-agent Fairness; Rotation, Metric; Alternation Metric; ALT; 
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1. Introduction 

In Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, any evolutionary adaptation that is beneficial for 

the reproductive success of the actor's social partners is considered as cooperative 

behaviour
1
. On the other hand, the well-established theory of “Natural Selection” 

suggests that the individuals that act regarding their benefit against the rest of the 

population (“Machiavellian individuals”) do have an evolutionary advantage (“Survival 

of the Fittest”), so the evolution of cooperative behaviors seems to be contradictive. 

During the last decades, those contradictive facts constituted a scientific challenge for 

Evolutionary Biology to explain this seemingly paradoxical phenomenon.  

The classic Hamilton’s “Inclusive Fitness Theory” from the '60s to 80's decades 

attempts to address this problem, summarizing its essence by the rule that any trait or 

behaviour between an actor and a recipient will be promoted by the evolutionary 

process as long as the following simple inequality applies:  

 rb – c>0  

where the term –c captures the direct fitness effect for the actor, r represents the 

relatedness between the actor and the recipient; b stands for the fitness benefit for the 

recipient, to rb represent the indirect fitness effect of the behaviour’s recipient.  This 

inequality constitutes the “inclusion theory effect” and based on that, four classes of 

behaviours can be defined with the following terms as presented in Table 1: 

Table 1 – Classification of behaviours based on Inclusion Fitness Effect  

 c>0 c<0 

b>0 "Altruism": behaviour which incurs a 

cost for the actor and benefit for the 

recipient 

“Mutual Benefit”: behaviour where 

both the actor and the recipient 

benefit 

b<0 “Selfishness”: behaviour which incurs 

benefit for the actor and cost for the 

recipient 

“Spite”: behaviour where both the 

actor and the recipient have a loss 
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For Evolutionary Biology, groups’ benefits of altruistic and mutually beneficial 

behaviours may seem the one-way path to the survival of the group, although 

selfishness or even spite situations may or may not emerge for various reasons in social 

settings 
2
. A classical scenario that attempts to capture the essence of those emerging 

social phenomena is the one known as “Tragedy of the Commons” (ToC), introduced 

by the economist William Foster Lloyd in 1886. In brief, ToC paradigm describes, 

through a parable of cows in a pasture, the dystopian situation when individuals 

collectively overexploit common goods of a population, trying to maximize their self-

interest (selfishness behaviour, free-riding or cheating), leading in partial (component 

tragedy) or complete depletion (collapsing tragedy) of the population’s resources.
2
 This 

lack of the common resources in biological systems can lead to a reduction of the 

population's fitness or even the extinction of the population if the resource over which 

they are competing over was essential.  

Equally, on a sociological, anthropological or economic basis, individuals will also have 

to coordinate for the thriving of the systems which are subjected to, despite their short-

term/ immediate or mid-term self-interest, in a wide range of real-time and non-real-

time activities. Specifically, in the case of humans, component or collapsing tragedies’ 

scenarios can be regulated by explicit negotiations, by laws, strategies or societal 

conventions, to avoid serious complications. Nonetheless, there are also some, usually 

real-time, behaviors that are interestingly controlled dynamically "on the fly" by 

reactive or subconscious factors
3
. In the latter case, individuals of any kind can achieve 

“conventionalization” 
3
 of the activities through (meta-) cooperation 

3
, meaning that 

they can coordinate independently within a single interaction, and maintain or adjust 

their behaviour across the next interaction of a repetitive process, driven solely by their 

self-interest. Such coordination scenarios can be modelled and studied in a game-

theoretic context. 

Game Theory is an umbrella term for studies of decision making in humans and any 

other kind of biological or artificial agents, introduced by John von Neumann in 1944 

by the book “Theory of Games and Economic Behaviour”. The framework allows the 

modelling, formalization and mathematical analysis of various types of games (such as 

coordination games) with two or more independent, self- interested, rational decision-

makers, who get payoffs depending on their decisions that are drawn from strategies. 
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The concept of the utility function, which maps the game states into real numbers, is 

also introduced. In this framework, there are many types of games addressed and rich 

terminology relevant to this thematic that have been contributed over the years. Τable 2 

introduces a non-exhaustive list of relative terminologies definitions and brief 

descriptions, regarding the thematic of the abovementioned type problems:  

Table 2 – Non-exhaustive Glossary of related to the context Game Theory terms 
4
 
5
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Term Brief Definition/ Discussion 

Evolutionary 

Game-

Theory 

A branch of Game Theory that studies repetitive game scenarios whose 

agents ' strategies adjust according to the rules over time.  

Strategy/ 

Policy 

The term refers to the set of options that an agent can choose from in a 

game-theoretic setting, where the outcome also depends on the actions 

of other players. Each player aims to develop an optimal strategy that 

will lead to the highest possible overall payoff. "Pure strategies" are 

strategies that specify which specific actions should be taken by the 

agent for all possible situations of the game. "Mixed strategies," on the 

other hand, introduce stochasticity and make use of a probability 

distribution of possible strategies.  

Zero-sum / 

Non-Zero-

sum Games 

It refers to the special type of, usually two-player, games that the sum of 

players ' payoffs is constantly zero, which means that there can be no 

change in the resources available to them, and the winner wins exactly 

the amount of payoff that his / her opponent loses (like the games of 

Chess or Poker, etc). On the other hand, there are types of Non-Zero-

Sum games, in which the sum of payoffs is not (mandatorily) zero. 

Non-

Cooperative 

Games 

The type of games that each agent considers to be a modelling unit 

instead of the whole group where cooperation can only be achieved 

through self-enforcing agreements. 

Coordination 

Games 

In the context of Game Theory, it is a type of game that is modelled on 

the situation where two or more players choose their strategy based on 

the information available on the status of the game and the actions of 
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other players. As mentioned in 
7
 “Coordination games typically possess 

multiple Nash equilibria, some of which are preferred by one or more 

players. Coordination on desired equilibria can be facilitated by 

communication, repetition, and introspection.” 

Normal form 

Games 

Normal Form Games refer to the mathematical modelling of a game into 

a set of players, a set of strategies/policies and the payoff/ reward 

functions. Also, the term "Normal Form" for a game usually refers to 

the simple representation of games with a payoff matrix that formalizes 

the information of the game, including the rewards of all players for 

each possible combination of decided actions. 

Nash 

Equilibrium 

It is a theoretical non-cooperative game optimal solution involving two 

or more players, in which each player is presumed to know the other 

players' strategies, and no player benefits from modifying their strategy. 

Simply put, Nash Equilibrium is a strategy that all agents can converge 

to, and there is no other strategy that can give an agent more payoff if 

all other players strategies’ remain the same. It has been shown that any 

game with a finite number of players and a finite number of pure 

strategies has at least one Nash equilibrium, while games with infinite 

strategies may not have Nash equilibrium.  Nash behaviours can emerge 

either from introspection, evolution or learning procedures of the agents.  

(Pareto) 

Optimal 

Equilibrium 

A Pareto-Optimal is the case when the combination of all agent’s strategies 

yield the maximum possible payoff, thus there is no other joint policy that can 

yield more. 

Then, a Pareto-optimal Nash equilibrium is a Pareto-optimal equilibrium, in 

which all players’ expected payoffs cannot be increased unilaterally without 

decreasing the expected payoff of some other player. In some games such as  

Prisoner’s Dillema there can be Pareto-optimal policies which are not Nash-

equilibria and vice versa. 

 

A classic example of a two-player non-zero-sum coordination game is the classic game 

known as "Battle of the Sexes" or "Bach or Stravinsky" (BoS) where both players prefer 
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to go to the same place so that they can meet, without prior communication, but each 

player has a special preference for the place he/she wants to go (for example, Player 1 

prefers to go to the ballet performance and Player 2 to the cinema). Also, the players 

have to coordinate the same action simultaneously at each time, while they do not know 

each other's current decision or strategy. So, let’s assume that Player 1 prefers Action 1 

(going to ballet or “B” action) and Player 2 prefers Action 2 (going to cinema or “C” 

action). The highest possible payoffs are received when the players are coordinated with 

the same action. The classic approach of the game defines that in the event that there is 

no coordination, both agents will get no payoff. Although, in the case of coordination, 

the agent whose preferred action is selected by both players, gets a higher reward (e.g. 

3) than the other (e.g. 2). The payoff matrix illustrates the scenario in Table 3, where 

rows represent the actions of Player 1, and columns the actions of Player 2.  

Table 3 – Battle of the Sexes Payoff Matrix 

 Action 1 (B) Action 2 (C) 

Action 1 

(B) 

 1
st
 Player’s payoff: 3 

2
nd

 Player’s payoff: 2 

1
st
 Player’s payoff: 0  

2
nd

 Player’s payoff: 0  

Action 2 

(C) 

1
st
 Player’s payoff: 0  

2
nd

 Player’s payoff: 0  

1
st
 Player’s payoff: 2 

2
nd

 Player’s payoff: 3 

 

The BoS game is a model of the conflict of interests between the two players. If they 

both maintain a pure strategy, there are two possible Nash equilibria (BB, CC) to be 

achieved, which are however unfair to one of the agents. When a mixed strategy is used, 

there is a high likelihood of miscoordination, which can lead to lower payoffs than those 

offered by a pure strategy. Specifically, in the mixed strategy equilibrium Agent 1 plays 

 

 
 B + 

 

 
 C and Agent 2 plays  

 

 
 B +

 

 
C. 

As mentioned by Levin 
4
 a possible resolution of the unfairness and inefficiency of the 

above strategies can be the introduction of a stochastic mediator (such as a 50/50 coin 

flip) with a finite set of states which occur based on a probability distribution, and with 

which agents can correlate their strategies through a correlating function. In this case, 
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both agents have equal possibilities (50/50) to coordinate to their place of preference, 

before each decision. Such solutions can lead to a form of primitive communication 

between the agents through those mediators and can lead to what is known as  

“correlation equilibrium” via a vast amount of possible mediator mechanisms that the 

agents can correlate to. 

Learning of action policies is one of the methods that decision-makers can achieve 

equilibria in a game-theoretic context. A way to apply and learning and obtain empirical 

knowledge that can be projected in many thematic areas is through experimentation and 

simulations with autonomous artificial agents, that modern Computer Science and 

applications in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning can offer. Markov 

Decision Processes (MDP) which are fully observable, probabilistic state models and 

their extensions are a useful theoretic framework that includes modelling technique to 

computationally achieve optimal decision policies for a single artificial agent under 

uncertainty 
8
 
9
. 

Specifically, MDPs model a problem of discrete-time t into a set of states {s0 - sn-1 }∈ S, 

a set of actions {a0 - an-1 }∈ A, a set of rewards R and probabilities of transitions which 

are formalized with the Bayesian probability as P(st+1 | st, at ). Actions of the agents at 

each stage lead the system to the next states. Each action is decided based on the 

transition probabilities set and only depend on each current state and action, and not on 

a memory of all the last actions, so “the future is not dependent of the past given the 

present”
9
 This “memorylessness” of next decisions is known as the “Markov 

Assumption”. As shown in Table 4 below, there are two usual categories of MDPs:  

1. Goal MDPs, which include a collection of goal states {s0 - sn-1 }∈G  and a cost 

function c(a,s)>0. The goal for the agents is to find a policy (mapping of states 

into actions π:S→Α) to minimize the cost from an initial state s0 to the goal in 

this case.  

2. Discounted Reward MDPs where there is no goals set, but agents get rewards 

depending on each state, with a reward function r(a,s) mapping states into real 

numbers R:S→R. The goal for the agents is to find a policy (mapping of states 

into actions π:S→Α) to maximize the discounted expected reward in this case. 
10
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Table 4- MDPs formulation versions 

 Goal MDPs 

〈S,G,A,P,C,s0〉 

Discounted Reward MDPs 

 〈S, A,P,R,s0,γ〉 

State Space Set {s0 - sn-1 }∈ S; S→ ℝ {s0 - sn-1 }∈ S;  S→ ℝ 

Initial State Set s0 ∈ S s0 ∈ S 

Actions Space Set {a0 - an-1 }∈ A {a0 - an-1 }∈ A 

Transition  

Probabilities 

Function 

P(s’| s, at );  P:S×A →[0,1] P(s’| s, at ); P:S×A →[0,1] 

Goal States’ Set {s0 – sg-1 }∈ G ; G∈S, g≤n - 

Reward Function - r(a,s) ∈ R: S→ ℝ 

Cost Function c(a,s) ∈ C: S→ ℝ - 

Discount Factor - 0<γ<1  

 

In order to optimize those policies, agents use a Value function, which gives the 

expected sum of discounted rewards when this policy is applied. In general, value 

function makes the agents look forward to future rewards instead of greedily watching 

just the next one. It can be recursively modelled via the “Bellman equation”: 

                              
     

  ∈ 

 

 

Where π(s) is the current policy function that maps states to actions and γ <1 is a 

discount factor, which when equal to 0 the agents are completely greedy and if it was 

equal to 1 the agents would look forward to infinity. For the values in between, different 

levels of agents’ future reward consideration are modelled 
8
 
9
 
11

. 

To calculate the optimal policy    and the optimal value function    the value and the 

policy iteration algorithms are used respectively. Value iteration at first needs an 

arbitrary initialization, usually with 0 for all the states:  
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          ∈   

And then iteratively update with:  

               
 ∈ 

                 

  ∈ 

   ∈   

Optimal Policy is calculated by first initializing π, usually randomly and then computing 

the values of policy    as described above. The most common way of updating is the 

greedy policy that maximizes    as follows: 

           
 

                 

  ∈ 

 

and then, if π was changed, the algorithm returns to the step of computing the values of 

  , then π again, and so forth. Usually, the policy iteration is considered to converge 

faster 
8
. 

An interesting expansion of the scope of MDP is the Reinforcement Learning (RL). RL 

models can be considered as discounted MDP where P and/or R are not known, so 

agents only act in MDP observing states and rewards to decide for the future  
9
 as 

illustrated from Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1- Interaction between RL Agents and the Environment 

The value functions in RL are iteratively calculated as follows, considering that there is 

a fixed policy: 

                             
      

  ∈ 

   ∈   
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while the optimal value function V* can be modelled as follows: 

               
 ∈ 

                 

  ∈ 

   ∈   

In order to compute the values in RL where P and R are unknown, there are two 

approaches: “model-based” and “model-free”. Model-based approaches make use of the 

sample data of each state and converge into the correct policies and value function if the 

samples are enough and appropriate. The problem of this approach is that when state 

space is too large, there are computational restrictions. Model-free approaches are based 

on the Temporal Difference (TD) algorithm which allows the learning of the value 

function of a policy π directly, without constructing the MDP like in the case of model-

based scenarios. Although in order for the agents to decide which is the best action to do 

next, based on a policy π, further modelling is required
8
 
9
 
11

. 

A special case of TD is the Q-learning model-free approach, where instead of the value 

function V, a Q function is calculated. In Q function state-action pairs are evaluated, 

instead of only states, and this evaluation allows agents to decide what should be the 

next action considering a policy, without modelling of an MDP. 

To estimate optimal state-action value or Q* a similar procedure of updating shall be 

followed, with: 

                                  
 

            

where α<1 is a learning rate parameter. So, the optimal policy, in this case, is the one 

that satisfies this equation: 

          
 
           

Intresting variations of Q-learning, include Deep Q-learning which is a recent 

bioinspired variation of Q-Learning which utilizes a deep convolutional network instead 

of a table of Q values.  

Then, Markov or Stochastic Games (MG) is an application of the game theory/ decision 

making to situations close to MDP for many RL agents. 
12

 
13

 MG is an extention of 

repeated games and MDPs and they can be described as a collection of Matrix games, 
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played one by one at each round.] When several agents and states are required to be 

modeled and function to achieve goals and/or compete within the same RL 

environment, MG framework allows the modelling of this extra complexity. 
14

 
15

 

Markov Games also can be represented from a 5-tuple〈S,N,Ai,T,Ri〉of States, Rewards, 

Actions Transition Probabilities, like the MDPs yet for multiple agents i∈  .   

 Markov Games 

〈S,N,Ai,T,Ri〉 

State Space Super-Set {s0 - sn-1 }∈ S 

Players’ Set i={0,n-1}; i ∈N 

Initial State Super-Set s0 ∈ S 

Actions Space Super-Set {a0 – an-1 }∈ Ai : i ∈N 

Transition  

Probabilities 

Function per agent i 

Pi(s’| s, at ); P:S×A×S→[0,1] 

Reward Function per agent i ri(a,s) ∈ R:S→ ℝ 

 

Finally, mathematical modeling of such game-theoretic scenarios can be assigned to 

computational simulations of cognitive systems which prove to be more and more 

fruitful and efficient techniques to extract valuable results and make inferences. The 

potential for further search for optimal strategies in such game theory scenarios with the 

application of Reinforcement Learning methods is to assess the emergence of 

cooperation in complex social settings of selfish agents. The framework of theories and 

mathematical modelling those complex systems studies can offer, with the utilization of 

state-of-the-art Artificial Intelligence methods can be combined for further investigation 

on such games which summarize the essence of real problems throughout the scientific 

spectrum, philosophy but also in everyday life, and can provide us with useful insights 

and research contributions. 
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1.1 Related Works & State of the Art 

Reinforcement Learning methods provide a spectrum of opportunities towards 

experimentation with game-theoretic scenarios, such as non-cooperative games for 

common pool appropriation, to make reductionist approaches and/or simulations which 

make steps towards the understanding of complex social, economic and evolutionary 

phenomena.  

In their experiments, Perolat et. al set various virtual environments, with or without 

barriers with common resources which were retrieved by the selfish agents who moved 

“freely” across them. In some cases agents the possibility to stun observed social 

outcomes such as inequality and exclusion at the early stages of their various 

experimental settings, emphasizing the importance of trial and error strategies towards 

convergence between the agents
16

. 

A recent interesting variation of the classic BoS game was introduced by Hawkings and 

Goldstone with the name Battle of the Exes (BoE) 
3
.BoE is also a two-player 

coordination game where, opposite to BoS scenario, two players do not want to meet in 

the same place, but they both prefer one of the two available places. Like in the case of 

BoS, BoE is structured with an asymmetric reward system. When the two players meet 

in one of the two available places, they both get 0 payoffs, while in the event that they 

coordinate to go to different places, they both get a reward, depending on who went to 

the preferred place and who went to the other. A representative simplified payoff matrix 

is presented in Table 4, where the first agent's actions are represented by the rows and 

second agent's actions by the columns: 

Table 5 - Battle of the Exes sample 2-players payoff matrix 

 Action 1  Action 2 

Action 1  0,0 3,2 

Acton 2 2,3 0,0 

 

The paper introduced two versions of BoE game: one is the “ballistic” version which 

refers to the classic game-theoretic approach of simultaneous discrete decisions/actions 

from the players once per stage, and the other one is the “dynamic” version which refers 

to a real-time spatial setting in a continuous environment where the agents could change 
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their decision. In the dynamic version, players started from equal spatial distances to 

both higher and lower reward target points, and moved with a constant speed in a 2D 

environment, while there was a round field around those points called “tie area” where 

if both players reached simultaneously, they shall get a 0 payoff and the episode ended. 

Towards the “conventionalization” of the players’ behaviours, in the repeated version of 

the game, except from the pure, mixed and correlation strategies’ equilibria, that were 

mentioned for the BoS, in this paper authors suggest the “alternation equilibrium” 

which is the situation when all agents eventually make the convention to go to the most 

preferable place in turns.  

In brief, the experiment of the authors’ method applied in the thematic sector of 

Behavioural Game Theory, with the help of 568 participants, who were impersonated 

by minimal virtual avatars. They were tested both on ballistic and dynamic versions of 

the game and always with the same partner via a virtual interface. For their motivation, 

the high and low rewards were either $0,01 and $0,02 or $0,01 and $0,04 respectively. 

Metrics that were being taken into account were efficiency, fairness, and stability. The 

results showed that the human participants, after a lot of trials, coordinated better in the 

case of the dynamic version and under the high conflict level/ discrepancy between the 

rewards, in order to maximize their payoff. 

Instead of human players, Bernart Puig in his dissertation
14

 observed the coordination of 

Q-learning and SARSA agents in the repeated 2-players BoE scenario. He shows that 

equilibria are guaranteed in static environments with Q-learning agents and that the 

convergence and the optimization of game-theoretic metrics can be reinforced under 

specific circumstances. He states that Q-learning agents “...become more and more 

deterministic with time and this makes the environment more static at each time-step...” 

claiming that cooperation is the rule in such settings  
14

.  

Gasparini and Sánchez-Fibla 
17

 simulated the experiments of Hawkings and Goldstone 

with Q-learning agents, updating the utility function with  

Loss Aversion, so that the agents will "perceive" their reward as less valuable in case it 

was less than the opponent. The authors found that this modification accelerated the 

convergence in ballistic and made it possible in the dynamic version of repeated BoE, 
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suggesting that the results of the experiments of Hawkings and Goldstone can be 

explained in terms of the Loss Aversion phenomenon occurring to the human players. 

An interesting experiment was also conducted by Kononen
18

 where agents were 

designed heterogeneously, meaning that there were two different (asymmetrical) state 

representations among two types of agents (“leaders” and “followers” as they were 

called in the paper). They suggest that this leads to faster convergence with less 

computation than the homogenous case (with symmetrical state representations).   

1.2  Problem Placement  

As observed in the example of BoS and its BoE variation, several scientific questions 

can be inducted, regarding phenomena of coordination and convergence to various 

equilibria among multiple independent self-interested/ egoistic/ selfish agents in 

repeated games of both discrete and spatiotemporal settings. Also, in order to proceed 

into inferences and generalizations of the possible conclusions, it would be interesting 

to investigate empirically what would be the consequences of switching the classic two-

player problems to multiplayer repeated games. In this case, the definition of the 

problems should be manipulated appropriately to capture the traits of those n-agent 

games in each design. 

However, as it was discovered during the analysis, the way of evaluating the 

coordination between two agents does not cover the case of n-agents, as described 

analytically below in Section 2.3.3.1.1. The need therefore emerges for a new 

assessment method before any applicable experiments, in order to establish the 

groundwork for more experimental study. 

1.2.1 Perfect Alternation Equilibrium Definition 

Before proceeding, it would be useful to introduce and propose Perfect Alternation 

Equilibrium’s definition, which will be used for the purposes of this thesis and possibly 

be convenient for further studies on this subject. Α Perfect Alternation in repeated 

games is considered the Pareto-optimal Nash Equilibrium when all n players one by one 

alternate successively to the state of the highest payoff, episode by episode, in any order  

yet in the same order every n episodes.  It is meant to be diversified from other types of 

Alternation Equilibria which can include turn-taking of players every any number of 
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episodes, in groups or even asymmetrically for each agent/ group. Of course there can 

be other types of special equilibria that can be fair and efficient, however their 

definition as “alternation equilibria” can be questioned, as semantically maybe ”solid 

alternation” should imply fixed periodicity of turn-taking among agents. 

Three are the practical and theoretical motivating purposes which lead to the distinction 

of Perfect Alternation from the rest: 

1. In 
3
 Hawkins et.al explain that human participants have reached a Perfect 

Alternation equilibrium in some cases (as displayed in S5 figure of this paper). 

This extreme specific behaviour should be distinct as a point of reference in 

relative and consequent studies, replication or simulation attempts etc. 

2. A Perfect Alternation is an ideal Alternation Equilibrium with respect to fairness 

and regardless the number of episodes/games and agents of an 

experiment/repeated game. E.g. If 2 players reach an alternation equilibrium of 

m=5 episodes each, and the game is repeated 15 times, the playet who started 

winning the highest payoff first will dominate the second one, winning twice as 

much. That would be minimized to 1 episode or even eliminated to an even 

number of episodes.  So Perfect Alternation could be beneficial to a number of 

real-life and experimental scenarios and perhaps should be pursed in some cases, 

hence distinction from the rest alternation would be meaningful. 

3. Perfect Alternation is an extreme case which can be used as a point of reference 

for other types of alternation equilibriums. Their discrepancy from a perfect 

alternation would perhaps be useful for benchmarking, using the appropriate 

metrics. Thus, again its distinction from the rest is required. 

1.2.2 Research Questions 

As already mentioned, various questions may emerge regarding the problem’s 

placement. The initial questions that emerged concerned the generalization of existing 

experimental settings to n-agents: 

1. Can cooperation be explained in terms of pure egoism for more than two 

players? Can conventionalization among multiple self-interested e-greedy RL 

agents emerge through “trial and error”? More specifically, can 
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conventionalization/ coordination emerge within memory-less (Markovian) 

multi-agent dynamic environments such as the RL multi-agent interpretations of 

BoE (MBoE) ? How can multi-agent coordination problems be “captured” and 

efficiently expressed via mathematical modelling? 

2. If it can, under which conditions? Which settings and parameters allow the 

thriving of this phenomenon? What kind of this multi-agent environment’s 

properties can support coordination?  

However, to proceed to this path of research, other queries needed to be investigated 

first. A non-exhaustive list of the main questions and problems that this dissertation 

aspired to experimentally assess is stated below: 

A. What kind of formulations and metrics can be indicative of the convergence to 

(Perfect) Alternation Equilibria in multi-agent systems? (answered in Sub-

Section 2.3.5, Section 3 and 4) 

B. Can n-agents’ Q-learning system converge to a Pareto-optimal (completely 

Efficient) equilibrium such as the (Perfect) Alternation Equilibrium which was 

achieved in 
3
 by human participants? (answered in Section 3 and 4) 

C. Do Efficient and Fair Equilibria necessarily mean a Perfect Alternation? 

(answered in Section 3 and 4 ) 

D. What could be the most preferable Efficient and Fair equilibrium to be achieved 

and why? (answered in Sub-Section 1.2.1, Section 3 and 4) 

1.2.3 Objectives & Hypotheses 

To answer the first group of research questions, the initial incentive of the thesis was the 

exploration of those minimally dynamical multi-agent variations of BoE regarding the 

dynamics and performance of agents’ overall conventionalization in order to hopefully 

make generalizable inferences for real-life scenarios of social or economical behaviour. 

The goal was to test if the claim that “cooperation is the rule” can be also be observed in 

multi-player model-free dynamic settings.  

To achieve that, a hypothesis that could be tested per variation of the BoE scenario, is 

that multiple model-free Q-learning self-interested agents can actually converge to an 

alternation equilibrium after a finite number of episodes, following e-greedy policy, 
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extending the findings of 
14

. A sub-hypothesis that can also be tested is that if the lower 

rewards are exponentially smaller than the high depending the number of agents, in n-

agent environments, final efficiency within a finite number of episodes, can be 

significantly improved, implying that a higher discrepancy between the low and high 

rewards can accelerate the convergence, to replicate the results of the experiment with 

the human participants in the 2-players version of BoE  
3
. 

Nonetheless, during the analysis and the development of the experiments it was 

revealed that the Efficiency and Fairness metrics which were used in literature to 

confirm the Alternation Equilibrium, were insufficient to confirm and evaluate 

alternation in n-agents (as explained in Section 2.3.3.1.1 ). Hence, a new crucial 

objective emerged. It was the development of an evaluating framework consisting of 

sufficient metrics and indicators of a system’s performance, regarding its agent’s level 

of successive alternation to the best goal-state, so it could be contributed as a novel tool 

for further experimentation.  

Consequently, the formulation, the benchmarking and testing of new multi-agent 

metrics and indicators became the main objective of this thesis. To confirm the 

requisiteness of the new metrics, the first hypothesis which needs to be experimentally 

tested is: 

H0: Efficient and Fair equilibriums in n-agents Q-learning e-greedy systems of the 

specific environments, always signify Perfect Alternation equilibriums. 

H1: Efficient and Fair equilibriums in n-agents Q-learning e-greedy systems of the 

specific environments, do not always signify Perfect Alternation equilibriums. 

The conditions that optimize Fairness, Efficiency and newly introduced Multi-Agent 

Fairness, Reward Fairness, Rotation, Alternation metrics with their sub-metrics and 

variations are also investigated alongside, aiming to provide valuable fresh insights to 

the topic. 

2. Methods 

In the previous section, the conceptual context has been established, leading to the 

placement of the problem that is explored in this thesis. In the Methods section, the 

general methodology, the problem definition centered on the hypothesis as well as the 
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main respective theoretical questions that emerge are described. Following, a 

mathematical modelling of the problem as a non-cooperative multi-player Markov 

Game will be presented, whereupon the computer simulation is conducted. The 

experimental setup with its technical details as well as the results of the experiments, are 

also presented at the end of this section.  

2.1 General Methodology  

First of all, the framing methodology that is applied to extract the produced artifacts can 

be classified as a Comperative Simulation Analysis. Simulation Analysis is a common 

reductionist method for analysis of complex phenomena. Quoting from 
19

, “Computer 

simulations are a different way of doing science from induction and deduction, as they 

are about constructing artificial worlds in order to analogically research real worlds 

[...] Agent Based Models, are able to reflect the basic characteristics of complex 

systems.“. This analysis will be applied to a series of experiments with various settings 

so they can be analysed comperatively while the use of new metrics can be inspected.  

Specifically, to map the research questions into a series of computationally controlled 

experiments 
20

 for AI, variations of the dynamic version of BoE are customized for an 

RL system of multiple Q-learning agents, aiming to attempt conclusions regarding their 

coordination using new game-theoretic metrics and then document the findings. The 

goal is to create the appropriate evaluation framework according to the main objective 

and firstly discover if efficient and fair policies necessarily lead to a perfect alternation. 

Then, further experiments can investigate which settings, if any, provide a perfect 

alternation equilibrium, in order to set the stepping stone for future valuable 

generalizations related to social behaviour. The results, metrics, models and 

formulations can be used both to test the hypothesis of the experiment but also to 

possibly serve as a stepping stone further investigation of such scenarios.  

2.2 Definition of the Problem  

In order to create and test the metrics and the hypothesis, the environments of MBoE 

should first be defined, modelled and programmatically developed. A top-down 

designing approach specified the details of the final setting. 
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To define the problem, the goal at first was to generalize BoE to a multi-player game-

theoretic scenario so that the coodination of selfish agents can be tested experimentally 

on a dynamic (non-ballistic) environment. The basic requirement to ensure consistency 

with the problem definition of the 2-players version, is the conceptualization of episodic 

non-cooperative game-theoretic scenarios where, every agent moves simulteanously in 

each round. When only one agent reaches a terminal state, it gets the higher possible 

payoff and the remaining n-1 agents get 0. On the other hand, when all n players reach 

the terminal state (tie) noone gets a payoff. The above are considered to be the basic 

limitations in order to ensure that the problem definition is consistent with BoE, so that 

it can be tested if the multiple-agents’ version can converge to an “alternation 

equilibrium” as in 
3
.  

It is accepted here that every agent can only move one step at a time at his own pathway 

of m possible positions including the initial one. The only way that an episode is 

terminated is when at least one agent reaches the end of its pathway. As in the dynamic 

version in 
3
 , an episode is not ending in a round that everyone statys in its position, as it 

is the case of the ballistic 2-players’ implementation of BoE . 

Furthermore, special attention is required to be given regarding the reward that will be 

acquired  in the case that only some of the agents k with 0<k<n,  manage to reach their 

goal-states and therefore, if the game will be zero-sum or not. The reward function, 

including the so-called “living reward”, as well as other accrued practical questions 

regarding the development of the RL environment will be discussed further on 2.4 and 

2.5.  

An example of a possible payoff matrix according to the problem’s definition is 

illustrated below in the Table 5. In this simple instance of the problem, 3 agents (n = 3) 

compete over a the high payoff of 1 that can acquire only if they reach the terminal state 

indivindually. In case that more than one agents reach the terminal state, they get only a 

low partial payoff, for example 1/3 ( p = 1/n ), and they get no payoff if all of them 

reach it.  

It is important to note that the payoff matrix of Table 5 does not illustrate more than the 

final outcomes of each round, and thus cannot completely describe the dynamics or all 

the possible states of the introduced environment.   
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Table 6 -  Payoff Matrix for a 3-players BoE scenario 

 Agent 1 doesn’t reach its 

terminal position 

Agent 1 reaches  its 

terminal position 

Agent 2 doesn’t reach its 

terminal position  

 

Agent 3 doesn’t reach its 

terminal position 

 

 

0,0,0 

 

 

1,0,0 

Agent 2 doesn’t reach its 

terminal position 

 

Agent 3 reaches its 

terminal position 

 

 

0,0,1 

 

 

 

 
    

 

 
 

Agent 2 reaches its 

terminal position 

 

Agent 3 doesn’t reach its 

terminal position 

 

 

0,1,0 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
,   

Agent 2 reaches its 

terminal position 

 

Agent 3 reaches its 

terminal position 

 

 

0, 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

0,0,0 

 

As it is implied from the rewards per state in the example above, the most efficient and 

fair equilibrium can be achieved via the (perfect) alternation of the winners over the 

episodes.  

With this definition, it is ensured that such an environment is suitable for the hypotheses 

and but also for the investigation of whether and how the examined phenomenon can 
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emerge, how it can be measured in such games etc. Of course, other instances of the 

scenario, implementing different reward systems and with different number of players 

than the aforementioned example, can be also theorized and applied in this context, as it 

is actually done for this thesis’ series of experiments.  

2.3 Experimental Design 

To test the episodic version of the defined scenario with RL agents, the modelling of the 

problem lies on the category Multiplayer MDPs which are also known as “Cooperative 

Markov games” (N, S, A1,...,n, R1,...,n , T). On those games all agents share the same 

reward function R 
21

.  

To model this set of experiments as cooperative MG, the formalization is approached by 

the perspective of all agents forming one “super-agent”, performing joint actions, as this 

is mainly useful for the modelling of the transition probabilities.  Each designed RL 

environment will implement an instance of the introduced multi-agent dynamic 

interpretation of BoE game, all with 3 possible positions per agent, for different 

numbers of players (various n values e.g 2-6, 2-10), different reward functions and 2 

types of state representations as defined to 2.3.1 subsection below. This way, the 

introduced game will be tested in its repeated form, in a variety of experiments, to 

examine if and under which conditions efficient, fair and/or alternation equilibria can be 

achieved, keeping some parameters variable. Also, in order to evaluate the results and 

test the hypothesis, a number of new metrics will be defined, modelled, tested and 

benchmarked for those environments and will be evaluated along with Efficiency and 

Fairness. 

In order to isolate and get a step-by-step clear understanding of the characteristics of the 

experiments, at the first stage of the studies the design of the environments shall be as 

minimal as possible yet scalable. That way, the systems’ parameters can be tested for 

different values and the produced results can be directly associated with the parameters’ 

arrangement, so the conditions that may lead to convergence in those dynamic 

environments, can be revealed.  
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2.3.1 State Representation Types 

Let Type-A, Type-B the two state-representation design approaches that will be 

examined experimentally. In the Type-A case the state representation will only include 

each round’s agent’s current positions. For Type-B, the second design that is introduced, 

except from the agents’ positions, the state representation will include the previous 

episode’s binary outcome, with the expectation to help the coordination of the agents.  

An obvious problem of the Type-A definition, is that after a high enough number of 

episodes, all learning agents may eventually develop a similar optimal policy, making it 

highly unlikely to coordinate. This may happen as they will only be able to update their 

policies based on the positions of all agents but without some information about the last 

episodes winners of the payoffs, thus act greedily upon the current rounds. This problem 

is minimally but efficiently treated by Type-B state-representations, which including the 

only previous episode’s outcome, in order to develop a perfect-alternation & pareto-

optimal policy. This is achieved as the assigning of values to state-action pairs for the 

same position, can defer depending on the last episode’s binary outcome.  

2.3.2 The Generalized Problem as a Cooperative Markov Game 

As also discussed in introduction, MGs are defined by a 5-tuple〈S,N,Ai,T,Ri〉of States, 

Rewards, Actions Transition Probabilities and they generalize MDPS but also repeated 

games. It is selected that the problem is modeled in that form because it includes 

multiple agents and states.  

For the purposes of this thesis a simple modelling approach is proposed, attempting to 

capture the dynamics for the general model of the proposed n-agent games of this thesis, 

so any instance to be easily infered in future works. 

In order to efficiently define a generalized model of Transition Probabilities, for any 

number of agents or available positions per agent, there can be a clustering of possible 

“super – states”, and “super – actions” from the perspective of all agents as one super-

agent.  
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2.3.2.1 Mathematical Model of the Problem 

Given the above definitions, the full modelling of the problem should be as follows.  

Table 7 - Modelling of the problem as a Markov Game 

Set of 

players 

Let N a finite set of players: 

N={1,2,...n}; n≥2 

with n≥2 in order that the game is considered multi-player 

Sets of -

states 

Then, let S the general form of states’ finite set which will be 

specifically modelled as SA, SB and SC per state-representation types: 

Type-A and Type-B respectively.  

Considering the abovementioned denotation, the specific state sets for 

both types of state representation (Type-A and Type-B) can be 

represented as follows: 

A. Type-A’s state representation is one tuple of n size, where n is 

the number of agents. Each element represents each agent’s 

position pi-n ∈  -1 at the current round/ state, and would be 

assigned with an integer value from 0 to m-1, where m is the id 

of the maximum possible position per agent. 

 

SA={p1, p2 .. pn} 

For example, let 3 agents in a board of 5 possible positions per 

agent, thus the space size equals to 5
3
. A possible state 

representation could be: (2, 0, 3), where the first agent is at the 

third possible position of his pathway, the second agent at its 

initial position and the last agent is just one position before the 

terminal. 

Initial states for Type-A: All n agents are in the first positions 

(0,p1-n) :  
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SA0= {(0,p1), (0,p2), ... (0,pn)} 

 

B. Type-B’s state representation except from the positions’ pi-n 

tuple described above, will also include a tuple of n elements 

with the final binary outcome zi:n ∈ {0,1} of the last episode.  

 

SB={{p1, p2, ..., pn},{z1,z2, ..., zn}} 

or:  

SB={SA, { z1,z2, ..., zn}} 

For example, if in the last episode, the second and third agents 

reached their terminal position, in a board of 5 possible 

positions per agent, in this case the second tuple of the state 

representation would be: (0,1,1). The space size wiould be equal 

to 5
3 

* 2
3 

Initial states for Type-B: All n agents are in the first positions 

(0,p1-n) and can observe the last episode’s outcome o1-n : 

 

SB0= {{(0,p1), (0,p2), ... (0,pn)}{z1, z2, ... , zn}} 

 

For example in the first episode when there was no earlier 

episode, thus no earlier winner, the state representation shall 

be:  S={(0,1), (0,2), ... (0,n)},{01 , 02 ... 0n }} 

This example is also the only possible case that the second tuple 

can have all elements equal to 0. 

 

State-space’s size in the first case (Type-A) is m
n 

and in the second  

(Type-B) is m
n 

*2
n
 the space complexity is O(m

n
) and O(m

n 
*2

n
) 

respectively. 

Collection of  In both cases (Type-A, Type-B) the possible actions remain the same for 
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Action Sets  all agents. In each round, agents can only decide to move one step 

forward to their pathway (G) or not to move (H).  

To model the problem as a cooperative Markov Game, it is required to 

define a collection of action sets: 

F = {A1, A2, ... , An} 

and: 

Α1:n∈ {G,H} 

where n denotes the number of agents with n>2. 

The actionspace, meaning all the posible combinations of actions within 

F collection of sets, has a size of 2
n  

Reward Set 

& Function 

The game can be considered as a non-zero-sum game as there are cases 

when players can share low payoffs. All n agents acquire rewards from 

the same reward function and the same reward set R: 

R= { rhigh , rlow, rtie, rliving } 

The reward system is also the same for both cases type-A and type-B, 

although the value of high reward rhigh, will be variable (20, 100) so it 

can be a subject of optimization. 

On the other hand, two possible low payoff functions will be examined: 

1. Fractional Case A (FCA): rlow = rhigh / n   
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2. (Invalid
1
) Fractional Case B (FCB): rlow = rhigh / n   

3. Exponentially Fractional Case A (EFCA): rlow = rhigh / n
2
 

4. Exponentially Fractional Case B (EFCB): rlow = rhigh / c
2
 

where c is the number of the agents who reached their top position 

and 1<c<n . Of course if c =1 the winner would get the full reward 

and if c=n it is a tie situation so no one acquires a reward.  

In the case of a tie, meaning the situation when all agents reach the 

terminal at the same round, 0 reward is given.  

rtie = 0 

The “Living Reward” (the reward given by reaching of all non-terminal 

possible positions) is 0 for all players. 

rliving = 0 

Transition 

Probabilities 

As explained, to model this set of experiments as non-cooperative MG, 

the formalization is approached by the perspective of a super-agent 

consisting of all n agents, performing a set joint actions  A={a0,...,an-1} 

where a ∈ {H G}.  

TP ( ’|   A)=1 |    ’ ∈ S;  ∈ {H G};  

s ∉ TS; TS∈S 

All the joint actions succeed with a probability equal to 1, provided that 

current state s is not terminal: s ∉ TS .. As terminal are defined all the 

                                                
1
 Fractional case B with c in the denominator is pried but is not meaningful 

regarding Efficiency as most of the times agents collectively gather the whole 

reward, except the rare occasions when all of them reached the top, and thus 

efficiency is high from the episodes, not providing insights about the learning 

progression of the agents. 
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type-A and type-B states, where at least one of the positions’ value 

equals to the number of possible positions per agent m. Of course TS is a 

subset of S. It is important to remind here the difference between current-

positions’ tuple and states in the case of type-B. 

 

A specific instance of the model described above, with n=3 , m=3 and state 

representation of Type-A, is represented with the directed graph in Figure 2 below. The 

terminal states are clustered for brevity, and the transition probabilities and rewards are 

omitted for readability.  

 

Figure 2- An example of the model, with n=3, m=3 and State representation: Type-A . The terminal states are 
clustered for brevity and the transition probabilities and rewards are omitted for readability. At the left the initial 
state node is depicted, whcih can lead to itself or other next states. Then from top to bottom, the first three nodes 

represent the states that only one agent moves from the initial state to its next position, while the next four represent 
the cases when more than 1 agents move from their initial state. All those 7 states can also lead to theirselves. The 7 
clustered terminal states at the bottom depict all the possible cases that an episode can end, including wins, partial 

ties and complete tie (from left to right). 

 

Of course, for the same instance but with state representation of Type-B, the only thing 

that would change in Figure 2, would be an additional tupple of last episode’s outcomes 

{o1, .. on} at each state node of the directed graph. 

2.3.3 Game-Theoretic Measures 
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In all versions of the problems, the same game-theoretic metrics can be measured 

through the episodes in order to evaluate the level of conventionalization among the 

agents. Fairness and Efficiency measures are utilized as in 
3
, 

14
 and 

17
. Furthermore, the 

newly introduced Multi-Agent Fairness, Reward Fairness, Rotation, Alternation metrics 

with their sub-metrics and variations, attempting to capture different aspects of the 

“conventionalization” of the agents through the episodes, covering aspects that could 

not be revealed in multiplayer settings only by Fairness and Efficiency. 

2.3.3.1 Efficiency & Fairness  

At first the Efficiency of the system is indicated with the E and is measured as the total 

reward recieved by all agents, divided by the highest possible reward that could have 

been acquired by all agents together, after a number of episodes: 

     
   

      

   

       
 

where n is the number of agents, v is the number of episodes   
      is the sum of the 

acquired reward of agent i up until episode v, and       is the fixed highest possible 

reward. It generally indicates how good the system of all agents performed on acquiring 

rewards. Its optimal case is a necessary but not sufficient criterion to confirm 

coordination, as this metric can still be high in the unfair cases that only a number of 

agents k <n acquire most of the reward, while the remaining n-k agents may get nothing 

or less. 

Fairness is the metric indicated with F that indicates the ratio between the minimum 

and the maximum times of winning (exclusive reaching of each agent’s terminal 

position) per agent.: 

    
   
     

  

   
     

  
 

where n is the number of agents, v is the number of episodes and wi is the number of 

successful reaching to the goal, that agent i managed up until episode v.  
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2.3.3.1.1 Drawbacks of Fairness and Efficiency for n-agents  

Note that extending the game to its multi-agent version, we shall also take into account 

the cases that more than one agents reach their terminal state to the winnings of the 

episodes, because otherwise (including only the cases that only one agent wins) could 

lead to non-representative indications. Even the word “fairness” perhaps would not be 

the best one to describe this metric in the multiplayer version, as the discrepancy 

between the most successful agent to the least successful, does not give a picture about 

the fairness among the intermediate ones. For example, even if all the agents would 

reach the goal equal number of times, yet only few of them exclusively the Fairness rate 

wouldn’t take into account the most of the outcomes in a series of episodes; in such 

cases the more the episodes, the less descriptive the metric would be. Also for the 

extreme scenario that no agent could exclusively reach the goal, this metric would not 

even be measurable (0/0), yet in this case it could arbitrarily set to zero.  

Then, even the combination of Fairness and Efficiency may or may not be indicative 

regarding the performance of coordination. Specifically, in the cases that both 

Efficiency and Fairness are very high or very low, it is possible that conclusions about 

agents’ coordination can be deducted; however in the cases that Efficiency and/or 

Fairness are low or intermediate, no clear picture about the coordination can be 

extracted. This may make the process of simulations’ optimization more difficult.  

Also, Efficiency may lack the required pervasiveness for confirming or evaluating 

multi-agent alternation, as it can exhibit only indirect information about it from the 

rewards. This makes the metric highly dependent to the reward system of the 

environment, constraining its usefulness for general use. This adds up to the drawback 

that Efficiency cannot be considered sensitive to phenomena such alternation among the 

agents. 

Finally, in the case of a relatively high number of episodes, even if both those metrics 

appear to be relatively very high, theoretically there could be other practical problems of 

coordination considering the objective of the study. For example, assuming that some 

conditions (such as some specific state representations) allowed all agents to exclusively 

and continuously win for a relatively high number of episodes one after the other, (e.g. 

h episodes) and then do not win for multiple times more (e.g. ~ (n-1) * x episodes), 
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waiting for the rest of the agents to win, the same policy that they would develop 

wouldn’t be able to be fair for less (or more) episodes of the same experiment, as the 

number of episodes is not a matter of learning. So those metrics’ definitions would let 

such an equilibrium to be evaluated positively, although it would specifically describe a 

special and maybe “dangerous” or at least non-indicative policy to be considered as 

coordination, depending on the iterations of the game. Of course this would be an 

extreme scenario which just aims to highlight the fact that evaluation through Fairness 

and Efficiency may not give a lot of insight about multi-player dynamics. 

For the above reasons Fairness measure, even in its combination with Efficiency metric, 

is perhaps insufficient for a multi-agent environment. Thus there emerges a necessity 

for definition of new metrics of such systems’ performance which may be more 

insightful regarding coordination and alternation of multiple selfish agents, in order to 

be used to this study’s but also other studies’ experiments. To eliminate the problems 

and reveal new aspects of multiplayer dynamics, some such metrics, are proposed to the 

next subsections. 

Also, the only way to test this thesis’s hypothesis, is to at least redefine Fairness metric, 

so it can at least confirm when a Fair equilibrium is achieved within an experiment. 

This is accomplished with the use of Reward Fairness of Section 2.3.3.3 . 

2.3.3.2 Multi-agent Fairness variation 

To attempt making Fairness metric’s more insightful for multi-agent environments, a 

first idea would be to use the number of the times that each agent managed to reach its 

top position, instead of their winnings/ This way Fairness can be generalized better to 

multi-agent environments, taking into account all the times agents reach the top, instead 

of the limited exclusive cases: 

    
   
     

  

   
     

  
 

with n the number of agents, i the id of each individual agent and t the number of times 

that agent i reached its top position within ν episodes. 

Although this version eliminates definition problems making fairness more indicative 

according to its purpose, it is not even sufficient to confirm Fairness as the min and max 
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total number of reaches to the top does not contain any information about the potential 

unfairness on the intermediate agents; a problem that escalates as agents’ number 

increases.  

Then, even in combination with Efficiency it is not a sufficient criterion to confirm or 

evaluate alternation, especially in the cases when Efficiency and/or Fairness are not 

exceptional. Also it is practically observed to take similar values to regular Fairness 

metric during the convergence of the experiments of this dissertation. 

2.3.3.3 Reward Fairness 

A more useful approach would be the confinement of the notion of Fairness, directly to 

the payoffs of each agent. Dividing the payoff of the least successful agent by the payoff 

of the most successful agent, the framing information may give a better insight about 

the fairness: 

    
   
     

  

   
     

  
 

with n the number of agents, i the id of each individual agent and p the payoff of agents 

i within ν episodes. 

Reward Fairness is better as the total rewards of each agent, include the absolute 

information of their performance, however again, even if max and min rewards are 

defined, the intermediate cases are not expressed in this metric, especially when agents 

number increase, so fairness cannot be measured.  

Also it cannot confirm alternation as this ratio may signify that more than one agents 

acquired a series of partial rewards (max and/or min), but no one ever reached the top 

position exclusively. 

However, when Efficiency and Reward Fairness are both equal (or close)  to value 1, a 

fair and efficient equilibrium can be inferred, but again not a (perfect) alternation 

equilibrium. This version of Fairness can be used for testing this thesis Hypothesis. 

Table 8 - Efficiency & Fairness Confirmation Table 

   Fairness = 1.0 
 Multi-agent 

 Reward Fairness= 1.0 
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Fairness = 1.0  

Efficiency = 

1.0    

Efficient 

Equilibrium  

Efficient 

Equilibrium   Efficient & Fair Equilibrium  

 

2.3.3.4 Rotation Metrics 

Newly introduced Rotation Metric or RT is a weighted average of two sub-metrics: 

Average Waiting Episodes Evaluation (AWE) and Waiting Periods Evaluation (WP), 

that both aim to capture the level of convergence by taking into account the episodes 

that one agent decides to “wait” for the rest of the agents to reach terminal during all 

episodes, without reaching the top, in proportion with the ideal/ optimal performance of 

one agent. Of course, as an ideal performance is considered that an agent wins once 

every n episodes or put differently “waits” for n-1 episodes, repeatedly during all the 

episodes of testing. Also those waiting periods should happen equally to all agents, 

ideally close to ν/n times. Again, n denotes the number of agents and ν the number of 

episodes. This way, Rotation Metrics can be more descriptive of the system’s 

performance, as it is further explained later. 

The Rotation metric is a real number between 0 and 1 which is calculated as follows: 

      
                

   
   

where α and β are two parameters that take values depending on the importance of AWE 

and WP respectively which may differ on each experiment. For the purposes of this 

dissertation’s experiments, the equal case will be used (α=β=1) as both are equally 

important, yet their optimal values are a subject of investigation depending on each 

experiment. The sub-metrics for each agent are suggested to also be extracted in any 

case. 

1. The concept behind Average Waiting Episodes Evaluation (AWE) sub-metric is 

the formulation of a relatively simple metric that equals to 1 when the rotation 

performance of one agent is optimal, and decrease gradually and as equally as 

possible either when the agent waits more or less than the optimal, getting close 
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or equal to 0 in the worst case scenario. To achieve this, ART is measured as 

follows: 

       
   

     |  
      |

 |      ≤ 2    

or  

         |      > 2    

 

where     denotes the average waiting episodes through all the tested episodes, 

which are calculated as the count of the non-winning episodes of an agent i 

divided by the non-winning periods ti (the periods before, between and after the 

episodes that agent i reached the top):  

    
   
  

  
 

Moreover,     is the optimal average waiting episodes which is equal to n-1 by 

definition: 

            

As it can be observed, AWE’s denominator cannot take the zero value, as even if 

    is equal to 0,    will always be >1 by definition. Of course, the absolute 

discrepancy of     from   , reduces the value of AWE when it gets higher. 

Although, this absolute difference is multiplied by δ weight which here is 

defined as the number of agents, to secure the indicativeness of ART metric.  

Increasing the significance of this absolute difference in cases of more agents, as 

the more agents the higher the possibility that they wait. Also dividing by the 

number of episodes, while nominator increases vastly by the number of episodes 

helps securing the balance of episodes and agents : 

   
  

 
    

or  

    

when the episodes are more than 1000.  
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Again, n is the number of agents and ν is the number of episodes. It is needed to 

say that the nominator’s base value: 2 is used arbitrarily, although this value it 

can be a subject of calibration depending on each environment.  

Other ideas for δ formulation could be pried in future works. For many episodes 

(>1000) δ=n can also be used, yet the evaluation of the discrepancy from the 

ideal waiting periods and average episodes would be stricter in the lower cases. 

This, on the other hand, would secure the evaluations balance among 

experiments with increasing number of agents, as the more agents the higher the 

values of individual RT metrics. 

However, it should be taken into consideration, that the fact that agents 

probability of winning is getting lower and lower when the number of agents 

increases, is a property of the environment’s design and thus Rotation is 

inevitably affected. 

Also the cases when average waiting episodes     are twice as optimal, are 

evaluated with 0, in order to balance their difference with the cases that      

deviates from the optimal from the lower side, when the discrepancy is fixed. A 

more accurate fix could be also be considered in the future, yet the accuracy was 

satisfying for the purposes of this thesis’s experiments. 

 

2. On the same grounds, Waiting Periods Evaluation (WP) sub-metric, takes into 

account an agent’s periods of not reaching its top position ti, instead of    . 

Except of its indicativeness as an independent metric, the importance of WP is 

the fact that AWE  is “blind” to the periods that an agent performs. For example, 

an agent in a 2-agent system may rotate optimally once or twice in 10.000 

episodes and never “wait” again. In that example AWE will “blindly” evaluate 

its performance with the highest possible value (1). The weighted average of 

AWE and WP merges the evaluation of both these aspects of rotation among 

agents. WP’s measurement is similar to AWE’s: 

      
  

    |     |
  |       

  

or 

        |         
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where ti denotes the number of the waiting periods or put differently the periods 

before, between and after the episodes that agent i reached the top. The optimal 

number of periods    is calculated by the fraction: 

   
 

 
 

where ν is the number of episodes and n is the number of agents, as ideally all 

agents should wait for equal or almost equal waiting periods throughout the 

experiment. Again the absolute difference in the denominator is multiplied by δ 

weight which servers the same purpose as in ART and again is calculated as:  

   
  

 
    

or  

    

when the episodes are more than 1000. 

Averaging the produced RT’s for each agent, a Average Rotation of the experiment can 

be calculated: 

              
    
   
   

 
 

Yet, each agent’s RT can also be checked individually or in groups (e.g. in bar plots) 

along with their sub-metrics AWE and WP, in respect to their reward/winnings/reaches 

to the top performances to get insights the individual or groups’ behaviour.   
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Figure 3- Rotation Example  

At the left: A table of 3 agents’ reaches to the top in 16 episodes, with colors to all waiting episodes (and periods). 
The two cases at the right of the table are extreme to highlight the use of the metric. At the right: the results of the 

AWE and WP sub-metrics and Rotation per agent.  

It is obvious that the information that Rotation metrics provide may be more indicative 

than Fairness, eliminating the problem of lack of representation of all agents’ behaviour, 

and partially revealing the rate of interexchange of agents’ roles. They can be 

considered as complementary to Fairness’s multi-agent variation, as instead of taking 

into account the times agents reached their terminal position, it takes into account the 

times they “waited”. Furthermore, Rotation metrics are more oriented to successive 

alternation than both Fairness versions, as instead of comparing the maximum and 

minimum winnings or reaches to the top, they contain average information about every 

agent’s behaviour, revealing the improvement of each individual agent towards rotation 

per episode, as well as the system’s overall performance for the multi-player cases.  

Opposite to Fairness, a perfect Rotation performance constitutes a necessary but not 

sufficient criterion to confirm a perfect alternation of the agents. However, it is still not 

sufficient by its own to confirm or evaluate a system’s Perfect Alternation performance 

by itself as it can be seen in the example of Figure 4. Even if all agents have waited the 

ideal average number and periods of episodes before winning, it doesn’t necessarily 

means that each one won successively. On the contrary, there are exponentially more 

possibilities that they were not, however RT would still be equal to 1.  
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Average Rotation in co-evaluation with total Efficiency, and when both metrics take 

values equal or close to 1, a perfect alternation equilibrium can be inferred. The only 

way that the maximum total reward is yielded is that there was no tie or partial tie. On 

the same time, if Efficiency is optimal and  all agents waited the optimal episodes and 

for the optimal times (Average Rotation ~=1 ), signifies that there was no dominant 

agent or group of agents as everyone behave the same. Of course, that would mean that 

also Reward Fairness would be optimal. 

 

Figure 4-Example of a Perfect Alternation evaluation with optimal Avg. Rotation and Efficiency, for n=3 agents, 

ν=12 episodes and    
  

 
 

In the extreme case that total Efficiency is 0 and Average Rotation equals to 1, it would 

mean that all the agents rotated correctly yet simultaneously, so the intermediate cases 

can be inferred as it can be verified in Figure 5 below.  

 

Figure 5 – Example of inefficient simulteanous ideal Avg. Rotation, for n=3 agents and ν=12 episodes 
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On the other hand, in the cases when those metrics are not optimal, individual RT, AWE 

and WP for each agent or group of agents can be enlightening regarding the inner 

dynamics, dominance and behaviour, together with each agent’s or group’s total 

rewards’, winnings’ or reaches’ to the top performance, as it will be shown in the 

experiments. 

Thus, if both Efficiency and Total Rotation take values equal (or close) to 1, then a 

perfect alternation equilibrium can be inferred, because in that case the cumulative 

reward gathered by all agents is the maximum and Rotation is optimal for all agents, it 

can only signify a perfect alternation 

2.3.3.5 Alternation Metrics 

On the other hand, a more informative and standalone approach should again start from 

considering that the ideal collective behaviour of alternation would be the exclusive 

successive rotation of all agents to the top positions, one after the other and in the same 

order each time, and thus any deviation from it should be penalized respectively 

regarding its evaluation. Perhaps a useful metric for the studies purposes, should 

compress the information of Efficiency, Fairness versions and Average Rotation metrics 

to the information it delivers. 

Alternation metrics or ALT, aim to capture the performance of agents’ succession to 

terminal positions, measuring the weighted rate of successful alternation of winners, per 

all possible combinations of successive n episodes, to indicate the behaviour that occurs 

throughout all episodes. Ideally, every agent should win once every n episodes. For this 

reason the algorithm runs each time through all b combinations of the last n successive 

episodes (batches) that exist within the v episodes that the experiment runs, evaluating 

each batch with an overlapping window equal to n (number of agents). Then, 

accumulated evaluations of batches are normalized to the number of batches.  

Specifically, to evaluate each agent’s alternation within each batch, a sub-metric/ weight 

β is calculated first.  In the best case scenario β is equal to 1 for each batch. Thus, for all 

versions of ALT that are introduced below, the optimal Alternation’s value      is equal 

to 1, meaning that in such a case all n agents exclusively won in succession, one per 

time throughout all ν episodes. However, for each agent that wasn’t included in the list 
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of winners within n episodes of a batch, the evaluation metric β of this batch is reduced. 

In tie cases, that more than one winners occur in one episode, the algorithm splits their 

evaluation weight β, in a different manner according to the version of ALT that is used, 

as will be described later.  

Normalized by the number of episodes’ batches, the general Total Alternation (TALT) 

measure is defined as: 

      
    
 
      

 
 

where j is the integer id of each batch, b is the number of possible batches within ν 

episodes and β is the sub-metric that evaluates each batch’s alternation of agents 

accumulatively. The level of strictness on β weights varies depending on which of the 

version of Alternation is measured.  

Multiplication of βj with 1 in the formula, implies that βj is assigned as a weight to each 

one batch of episodes j. Obviously, the multiplication in the parenthesis is equal to 1 at 

the best case scenario when there is a perfect alternation of agents within the batch j.  

A graphical illustration of a simple calculation procedure of ALT (FALT version) is 

shown below in the table, to explain the procedure: 

 

Figure 6 - Example of ALT calculation (FALT Version) per b=11 batches of ν=13 episodes for n=3 agents. The 
evaluation of β value forFALT version, is the fraction of the number of agents who reach the top within a batch of n 

episodes, divided by the total occurences in top positions for all agents in this batch. 

As highlighted by the figure, the sliding of the window from one batch to the other, at 

each time-step, the first episode’s outcome is replaced by the next successive to the 

previously latter. This way alternation is examined exhaustively. Take into account that 
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FALT version, which will be explained analytically later, is perhaps the most tolerant 

version of ALT, as its lowest value is 1/n, and is selected here because of its simplicity, 

however this is not affecting the evaluation. Later it will be discussed, how its value can 

reveal its meaning.  

The ideal case that  would be the exclusive successive alternation of all agents to the 

top, one after the other and in the same order as shown below: 

 

Figure 7 – Evaluations of batches (β) for an ideal case οφ ALT  (FALT version) 

In this case each batch would be evaluated with a β value of 1 thus the total ALT would 

also be equal to 1. A batch’s evaluation can be equal  

Six versions of ALT: FALT, eFALT, EALT, eEALT, CALT and AALT are designed for 

the purposes of this study and they are all presented below, in an order from the less 

strict/sensitive to the strictest/ most sensitive. The difference of each one of them, lies to 

the measurement of β sub-metric (perhaps reminding the way that the Reward system of 

the examined environment treats ties). Each version of the metric can be used for 

different phases of a system’s optimization process: 

1. Fractional Alternation Measure (FALT) weights each batch with a fraction of 

the number of individual agents that managed to reach their terminal position at 

least once denoted, by the total of all the cases that an agent reached it, within 

this batch j: 
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with f denoting how many agents out of n appeared in their terminal positions at 

least once within this batch of episodes, t denoting all the terminal occurrences,  

j the id of this batch.  

 

Figure 8 – Graphical Illustration of βFALT Calculation 

In the ideal case that all n agents reached their top position only once within the 

n episodes of the batch, then the ratio is 
 

 
    . Also the ratio is that way kept 

equal at both extreme cases: If only one agent out of n reaches its terminal 

position within all the episodes of the batch, then the ratio is 
 

 
 , as well as if all 

agents reach their top position within all episodes of the batch, again the ratio is 

 

  
 

 

 
  reducing the weight nearly in proportion from both sides. 

 

Maintaining the same notation, total FALT is defined as: 

       
    

     
      

 
 

 

2. Exponentially Fractional Alternation Measure (eFALT) is a different formation 

of FALT, which “penalizes” exponentially the deviations from the ideal case. 

That way it is “stricter” in the lower alternation levels, assuming that 

randomness may affect the performance, e.g. at the early stages of an 

experiment. On the other hand, approaching to an alternation equilibrium, every 
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small improvement is evaluated more and more. So the closest to the ideal the 

more it reaches the value of FALT. Maintaining the same notation: 

  
       

  
  
 

 

 

or: 

  
         

     
 

 

while total eFALT is defined as: 

        
    

      
      

 
 

 

3. Exclusive Alternation (EALT) measures the rate that agents exclusively win 

within each episode of a batch. It is not that tolerant as FALT because only one 

agent should win at each episode otherwise the whole episode will be evaluated 

with 0 for all the batches that is included. The β value is calculated as: 

  
      

     
  

 

where    is the number of winning episodes with an exclusive winner within the 

j
th

 batch of episodes. Variable fj is again the total number of unique agents that 

reached their terminal position within this batch. 

 

Figure 9 - Graphical Illustration of βΕALT Calculation 
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 The maximum value of this β is 1 when all n agents win once per batch  

(        
 ) and its minimum 0, when no one wins exclusively (wj = 0). 

When only some agents won exclusively during the episodes within this batch (0 

< wj < n) then the batch gets a rating in range (0,1), as    will be higher than 

     . The evaluation is analogous to the number of exclusive winning episodes 

and how many agents reached their terminal within this batch.  The total EALT 

is again calculated as follows: 

       
    

     
      

 
 

 

4. Exponential Exclusive Alternation (eEALT) is again the square of EALT. This is 

again a “stricter” formation for and it is calculated as:  

  
       

     
  

   

or: 

  
         

     
 

 

while total eEALT is defined as: 

        
    

      
      

 
 

 

5. Complete Alternation (CALT) is the stricter than the last proposed versions of 

ALT metric as it assigns a weight of 0 to the tie situations. Specifically, for each 

episode it multiplies        with the difference between the maximum possible 

agents that can reach their top position and the actual ones. Then it adds up all 

those weighted        values of each episode and divides them with the number 

of episodes per batch, which is always equal to n, times the max possible weight, 

which is equal to (n – 1) when only one agent reached the top in an episode, to 

average each episode’s performance. This way, the less the winners the more the 

weight of        for each episode, while in the extreme case of tie, this episode 

is evaluated with 0, affecting the batch’s evaluation. Its β batches weights are 

calculated as follows:  
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or: 

  
     

           
       

    

       
 

 

Where integer k indicates the id of an episode within batch j with 0≤k≤n-1 and n 

is the number of agents. Also Y is an n-sized array that contains to each element 

the number of agents that managed to reach their terminal position, for every 

episode k of batch j.  

 

Figure 10-  Graphical Illustration of βCALT Calculation 

Instead of multiplying with βeFALT, variations with other measurements could be 

pried under this concept. The rest of the notation is the same as to the previous 

definitions. Of course, the total CALT is again calculated as follows: 

       
    

     
      

 
 

 

6. Absolute Alternation (AALT) is the last and the most sensitive metric to 

Alternation, as its changes are dramatic depending on the alternation 

phenomenon. It is expected to always be lower or equal to the rest Alternation 

metrics. It assigns any non-exclusive winning position of an agent within a 
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batch, with a weight of 0, and takes into account only the successful alternations 

of exclusive winners of a batch. As in the rest of the versions, it gets its 

maximum value 1 only in the ideal case that all agents win at least and only once 

per batch of episodes. Its β batches weights are calculated easily as follows:  

  
      

  
  

 

where    is the number of unique exclusive winnings of all agents within the 

whole j
th

 batch. Variable tj is again the total of terminal occurrences; or of all the 

cases that an agent reached a top position, within this batch j.  

 

Figure 11 - Graphical Illustration of βAALT Calculation 

The maximum value of this β is 1 when all n agents win once per batch  (   

  ) and its minimum 0, when no one wins exclusively (gj = 0). When only some 

agents won exclusively in an this batch (0 < gj < n) then the batch gets a rating 

in range (0,1), as   will be higher than gj.  Evaluation of this batch is again 

analogous to how many exclusive winners occurred.  Again, total      is 

calculated as follows: 

       
    

     
      

 
 

 

As it is shown in its general form, for all ALT versions, all β evaluations of batches are 

summed up and divided by their count b=ν-(n-1)<v (possible combinations of n 

episodes which can occur within the total v episodes) for normalization. This metric is 
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expected to maximize when the system converges to an alternation equilibrium. The 

information it delivers captures both the traits of Efficiency (by definition sensitive to 

the accumulated rewards acquired in all versions), Fairness (by definition dependent to 

the proportion of maximum and minimum agents’ winnings or reaching terminal 

positions in all versions) and Rotation (by definition dependent to agents’ discrepancy 

of “waiting” episodes and periods from the optimal amount in all versions) so it can be 

considered as a sufficient metric for evaluation of such experiments. 

Future experimentation can reveal that other versions or variations of ALT metric can 

capture properties of alternation more efficiently, or for other types of alternation. Also, 

those metrics can be used, as they are or altered, for various purposes such as evaluation 

of other types of alternations, as information of state representations etc 

2.4 Benchmarking of ALT Metrics 

To figure out what ALT values mean regarding the alternation of an n-agents’ system, 

some extreme cases have been evaluated to be used as benchmarks for each version of 

the metric. For n ∈[2,40] agents, dummy data were used as if x ∈[2,n] agents were 

perfectly alternating among eachother to their top positions, while the rest n-x didn’t 

move from their initial position. Then, each metric’s curve was estimated with 

regression techniques so the correspondence between every ALT metric and a fraction 

of alternating agents divided by their total amount, could be specified. 

On the horizontal vertical axis of the graphs below in this Section, lie all the possible 

values in [0,1] for each ALT metric version. On the horizontal axis lie all the ratios of 

perfectly alternating agents, divided by the total number of agents:  

         
 

 
 ; AltRatio ∈ [   ] 

Where x is the real number in [2,n] of perfectly alternating agents and n ≥2  is the 

natural number of the total agents of an experiment. E.g. if AltRatio = 0.5 in horizontal 

axis, it can either represent the case as if 4 out of 8 agents are rotating perfectly, or 20 

out of 40 etc. That way each actual ALT value corresponds to one such ratio, so it is 

possible to estimate the equivalent of how many agents would coordinate perfectly 

considering an ALT value. For example, if an actual value of an ALT metric in a 5-
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agents experiment, corresponds to ALT Ratio of 0.5, it means that the equivalent 

situation of 2.5 agents who would alternate perfectly out of 5 (50%), is actually 

happening in this experiment, as a cumulative behaviour of all agents.  

Multiplying the AltRatio with the number of agents n, gives an estimate of the 

equivalent number of  perfectly alternating agents. 

 

It is rare that one or more agents do not reach a terminal state during all the episodes, if 

episodes are enough. Usually it is not that the exact amount of agents, as calculated by 

the correspondence with an ALT metric, who only alternate. Yet it is not impossible and 

depends on the environment design. Of course if an AltRatio = a , then only σ>n*a  

agents can achieve that, adding a lower limit to the possible rotating agents. 

Calculating the coefficients and fitting the curves of each scatter plot with the dummy 

data of the extreme cases, ALT measures could reveal their meaning to provide a clear 

insight of the discrepancy from a perfect alternation, according to their estimates. 

Except from purposes relevant to this thesis’s thematic, this benchmarking gives the 

opportunity for deeper understanding of n-agents systems dynamics, while it can also 

serve as a stepping stone for the formation of metrics for different kind of equilibria.  

Finally the relevance with the rest of the metrics estimations can reveal the deviation of 

each one from a point of reference, so their validity can be tested. Actually, in the 

experiments their estimations were similar up to decimal points as it will be shown in 

the Results Section. 

From the extreme cases of perfect alternation the following scatter plots and fitting 

curves for each metric where produced: 

1. FALT metric benchmarking:  
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Figure 12- FALT Benchmarking; Scatter-plot for maximum n = 40 

 

Figure 13- FALT Benchmarking; Scatter-plot for maximum n = 40 [ZOOMED] 

 

Extracted fitting curve equation with linear regression for FALT metric:  

FALT= AltRatio +0 

2. EALT Metric benchmarking: 
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Figure 14- EALT Benchmarking; Scatter-plot for maximum n = 40 

 

Figure 15 - EALT Benchmarking; Scatter-plot for maximum n = 40 [ZOOMED] 

 

Extracted fitting curve equation with linear regression for EALT metric:  

EALT= AltRatio +0 

3. eFALT Metric benchmarking: 
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Figure 16 - eFALT Benchmarking; Scatter-plot for maximum n = 40 

 

Figure 17- eFALT Benchmarking; Scatter-plot for maximum n = 40 [ZOOMED] 

 

Extracted fitting curve equation with exponential regression for eFALT metric:  
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eFALT = AltRatio
2
 + 5.32183463e-10 

 

Figure 18 - eFALT Benchmarking; Fitting curve for maximum n = 40 

 

4. eEALT Metric benchmarking: 

 

Figure 19 - eEALT Benchmarking; Scatter-plot for maximum n = 40 
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Figure 20 - eEALT Benchmarking; Scatter plot & Fitting curve for maximum n = 40 [ZOOMED] 

 

Extracted fitting curve equation with exponential regression for eEALT metric:  

eEALT = 0.999999×AltRatio
2
 + 5.32183463e-10

 
 

 

 

Figure 21- eEALT Benchmarking; Fitting curve for maximum n = 40 

5. CALT Metric benchmarking: 
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Figure 22- CALT Benchmarking; Scatter plot & Fitting curve for maximum n = 40 

 

Figure 23 - CALT Benchmarking; Scatter plot & Fitting curve for maximum n = 40 [ZOOMED] 

 

Extracted fitting curve equation with exponential regression for CALT metric:  
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CALT = AltRatio
2
 + 1.8790581e-10 

 

Figure 24- CALT Benchmarking; Fitting curve for maximum n = 40 

6. AALT Metric benchmarking: 

 

Figure 25 -  AAALT Benchmarking; Scatter-plot for maximum n = 20 

 

Extracted fitting curve equation with linear regression for AALT metric:  

AALT= 2×AltRatio
 
– 1 | x>0.5 

AALT=0 | x≤0.5 
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Figure 26 - AAALT Benchmarking; Fitting Curve for maximum n = 20 

If less than n/2 agents or its n-agents equivelant are alternating perfectly to their top 

positions, AALT metric equals to 0 because no unique winning episodes per agent can 

occure on a batch of n episodes. 

2.5 Experimental & Technical Setup 

For the purposes of the thesis project, 7 branches of 41 Reinforcement Learning 

experiments were programmatistically developed and conducted in order to test the 

hypothesis, answer the research questions of this thesis, apply and test the new metrics 

but also initiate the investigation for the initial research questions.  The code developed 

is scalable for any number of agents or available positions per agent for future 

experimentation, and is attached on the Appendices section. 

Computational experimentation was conducted with the aid of the data science platform 

“Anaconda distribution” as well as Pycharm IDE. The programming languge that is 

used is Python 3.7 running in “Jupyter Notebook” programming environment via 

“Mozilla Firefox” browser and in Pycharm for multiprocessing. The operating system is 

Microsoft© “Windows 10 Pro” x64, with Intel® Core™ i7-4810MQ “ 280GHz central 

processing unit (CPU) and a random access memory (RAM) of 16GB. The 

experiment’s scale is customized according to those computational resources. 

Two types of state representations (Type-A and Type-B) and 3 types of reward 

functions were pried within the series of experiments. Hyper parameters where decided 
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in the pilot experiments and during the environments’ code development. Discount 

factor γ was assigned with the value 0.999 for all experiments in order to examine the 

influence of other RL system’s parameters. Also a relatively slow but precise learning 

rate was kept fixed with the value α = 0.3 for the same purpose. Furthermore, in all 

homogenously designed experiments (symmetrical state representations), all the agents 

will follow the e-greedy policy, with an epsilon value set to ε = 0.9 and an epsilon 

decay proportional to the number of episodes, both selected empirically. All the 

Rotation metrics’ δ-parameters were equal to n. Finally, the number of episodes the 

number of agents ranged between 2 and 6 to 5 of the branches for 70.000 episodes, and 

2 to 10 to the rest of the branches for 10.000 episodes, as the current computational 

resources allow, so the experiment’s variations’ performances can be analysed 

comparatively.  

All of the details, graphs and outputs of the results will be attached on the Appendices 

section, while some selected significant experimental results along with the statistical 

analysis will also be presented in the Results section to substantiate and support the 

conclusions, and also for presentation of the usability of the introduced novel 

mathematical tools. 

3.  Results 

Utilizing all the defined metrics and their benchmarks of ALT introduced in 2.6, it was 

possible to measure the performance of a series of experiments regarding their 

alternation, fairness and efficiency. The main hypothesis and the research questions are 

answered in this section, as well as in the Conclusions Section after it. 

First of all, to examine the hypothesis, nearly perfect efficient and fair equilibria should 

be achieved for both types of state representation and all the reward functions as they 

were defined.  

3.1 Efficiency & Reward Fairness Results 
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Figure 27- Efficiency for 70.000 episodes;  
Each group of bars represents the results for a different number of agents [2-6] 

Red and Green bars represent type-B experiments, while Purple and Blue, type-A experiments.  

Specifically Red bars represent type-A EFCB, green bars type-A EFCA, while purple bars type-B EFCB and blue 
type-B EFCA 

 

Figure 28 - Efficiency for 10.000 Episodes; 

Each group of bars represents the results for a different number of agents [2-10] 

 Green bars represent type-A experiments, while Red, type-B experiments both for EFCA reward function.  
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As it was expected, EFCB cases in Figure 27 are slightly better because t < n  where t is 

the number of agents in the top positions, while n is the total number of agents. 

However in all cases final efficiency values wear very close to 1, increasing while 

epsilon was reducing, as it will be shown below. Hence, nearly perfect efficient 

equilibria were achieved. Also, as the number of agents is increasing, lower and lower 

values of Efficiency arise, as  the number of episodes and exploration period remain the 

same for all experiments within a branch.  

 

Figure 29 - Reward Fairness for 70.000 episodes;  
Each group of bars represents the results for a different number of agents [2-6] 

Red and Green bars represent type-B experiments, while Purple and Blue, type-A experiments.  

Specifically Red bars represent type-A EFCB, green bars type-A EFCA, while purple bars type-B EFCB and blue 
type-B EFCA 
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Figure 30- Reward Fairness for 10.000 Episodes; 
Each group of bars represents the results for a different number of agents [2-10] 

 Green bars represent type-A experiments, while Red, type-B experiments both for EFCA reward function.  

 

Nearly perfect Fair equilibria were also achieved in all experiments, confirming that 

“cooperation is the rule” as in 2-agents’ Q-learning experiements, with e-greedy policy 

followed by all agents. As expected, keeping the number of episodes fixed and 

increasing the number of agents, slightly reduced the final Reward Fairness of the 

system. 
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Figure 31 - Efficiency and Fairness Results for type-A EFCA for 2-6 agents and 70.000 episodes 

 

Figure 32 - Efficiency and Fairness Results for type-B EFCA for 2-6 agents and 70.000 episodes 
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Figure 33 - Efficiency and Fairness Results for type-A & type-B EFCA for 5 & 9 agents and 10.000 episodes 

 

Intrestingly, type-A and type-B state-representation did not present any significant 

difference regarding Fairness and Efficiency for any number of agents within those 

samples. However, even 2-10 agents in 10.000 – 70.000 episodes’ experiments may not 

be enough for evaluating the difference between the two state representations. 

Also in the n-agents experiments, it is revealed that the more the agents the more the 

episodes needed for convergence to Efficient and Fair equilibria, as the multi-agent 

dynamics are getting more and more complex. 

Of course, achieving Fair and Efficient equilibria allow the testing of the null 

Hypothesis of this thesis with ALT Metrics. 

3.2 Perfect Alternation Performance Results 

As it is discussed in this Sub-Section, can be wittnessed in Table 9 for the following 

example but can also be witnessed in all examples in the Appendices Section, the 

AltRatio estimations of the different ALT versions based on the benchmarking 

equations, are very close usually to a decimal-places’ degree for all experiments, 

perhaps reinforcing the validity of the metrics. Thus for brevity, only CALT metric’s 
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results will be displayed here for the evaluation of the system’s performance in regards 

to Perfect Alternation. 

In the bar-plots below, the Estimated AltRatio of CALT according to its benchmarking  

fitting curve equation is presented. Each bar represents the equivalent percentage of 

perfectly alternating agents in respect to the total number of agents per experiment type. 

 

Figure 34 – Estimated Alternation for 70.000 episodes;  
Each group of bars represents the results for a different number of agents [2-6] 

Red and Green bars represent type-B experiments, while Purple and Blue, type-A experiments.  

Specifically Red bars represent type-A EFCB, green bars type-A EFCA, while purple bars type-B EFCB and blue 
type-B EFCA 
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Figure 35- Estimated Alternation for last 10% of 70.000 episodes;  
Each group of bars represents the results for a different number of agents [2-6] 

Red and Green bars represent type-B experiments, while Purple and Blue, type-A experiments.  

Specifically Red bars represent type-A EFCB, green bars type-A EFCA, while purple bars type-B EFCB and blue 
type-B EFCA 

 

Firstly, as observed in all the experimental samples of this thesis, Alternation is always 

slightly higher during the last 10% of episodes, after they have been “trained”, meaning 

after the exploration period and closer to convergence to fair and efficient equilibria. 

Results of the presented different designs did not have any significant difference for all 

branches of the conducted experiments. Again, keeping the number of episodes fixed 

while increasing the agents reduced the Alternation performance as well. 

Null hypothesis can already be successfuly rejected as in many of the experiments low 

mediocre values of ALT metrics were achieved even after the convergence to nearly 

perfect efficient and fair equilibria.  

What is more, even if finally this wasn’t the purpose of the thesis, relatively high 

Alternation performances were observed, possibly promising that under the right 

conditions perfect alternation can be achieved in computationally conducted MBoE 

scenarios. 
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Figure 36- FALT, EALT, eFALT, eEALT, CALT & AALT Results for type-B EFCA for 8 agents and 10.000 episodes 

 

Table 9 – Results Code Output; All Metrics for type-B EFCA for 8 agents and 10.000 episodes 

Final Efficiency :  0.915209375 

Final (simple) Fairness : 0.8672712283594394  Count of Measured Episodes: 10000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness : 0.8812754409769336 

Final Reward Fairness : 0.8675362356052534 

Final Total FALT :  0.6318913517923369 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 5.055130814338695 out of 8 agents 

Final Total EALT :  0.6187252952066447 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 4.949802361653157 out of 8 agents 

Final Total eFALT :  0.4131289919177763 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 5.142008891886698 out of 8 agents 

Final Total eEALT :  0.4020446392552912 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 5.0725592036261435 out of 8 agents 

Final Total CALT :  0.4085341281968602 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 5.113333956370969 out of 8 agents 

Final Total AALT :  0.3591362769463295 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 5.436545107785318 out of 8 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT :  0.6495523301078857 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 5.196418640863086 out of 8 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT :  0.6494776026026026 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 5.1958208208208205 out of 8 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT :  0.4336070252351117 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 5.267907513969986 out of 8 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT :  0.4335177462618869 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 5.267365159304842 out of 8 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT :  0.43355560697381684 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 5.267595161877536 out of 8 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT :  0.382618729840952 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 5.530474919363808 out of 8 agents  

 

As it can be wittnessed from the code output of the specific example in Table 9 but also 

to all examples in the Appendices Section, even if the values of of the different ALT 

versions vary, their estimations are very close usually to a decimal-places’ degree, 

reinforcing the validity of the metrics. Their deviation is reduced to the last 10% of 

episodes, while their values are slightly higher, perhaps implying a convergence to a 

collective behaviour closer to perfect alternation. 

All experiments’ result outputs and the exported plots are attached in the Appendices 

Section at the end of the document. 
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In the next section, the utilization of Benchmarking equations will be showcased, for 

this specific selected experiment, aiming to enlighten the reader about the utilization of 

the new metrics. 

3.3 Extracting ALTs’ estimates of perfectly alternating agents 

equivalent 

 

Initially, to get the AltRatio percentage, the fitted curve’s equation is solved. The 

coefficients for the equation were estimated by the regression techniques for all ALT 

metrics. The ALT metric is represented by yand the AltRatio by x. 

 

Figure 37 – Extraction of AltRatio for CALT in the type-B  - EFCA - 8 agents – 10.000 episodes experiment 

 

The AltRatio percentage is the percentage that a system complies with a perfect 

Alternation Equilibrium within ν episodes. Then, to get an estimate of how many agents 

would alternate perfectly if all the rest weren’t moving, this percentage is multiplied by 

the number of actual agents. 
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Figure 38 - Extraction of CALT’s estimate in the type-B  - EFCA - 8 agents – 10.000 episodes experiment 

The resulting estimate σ, can be considered as a lower limit of how many agents 

coordinate, as this alternation level, could have not been achieved by a number of agents 

<σ , thus in this example more than 5 agents coordinated to reach an ~ 66% level of 

perfect alternation, in the last 1.000 episodes. 

3.4 Individual Performance & Rotation Indicative Results 

In the previously presented case of type-B-EFCA-8agents–10.00-episodes’ experiment, 

an alternation of ~64% was achieved throughout the total number of episodes, with a 

resulting efficiency of 0.915 and a Reward Fairness of 0.867 which are considered 

relatively high and close to Pareto Optimal. Subsequently, if Fairness is not perfect 

some agents slightly dominated the rest. Even if Fairness was perfect, agents’ 

alternation performance would vary, as it turned out by the rejection of the Null 

Hypothesis. Yet, ALT metrics nature, by definition, is explanatory of collective 

behaviour and cannot express information about individual agents or groups of them. 

For a deeper understanding of the inner dynamics of a MBoE experiment’s equilibria, 

the introduced individual Rotation as well as the individual Performances of each agent, 

regarding their proportional total acquired reward, proportional winnings and 

proportional reaches to the top, can be insightful, and set the foundations for  extraction 

of “deeper” information from such systems. 
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Figure 39- Reaches’-to-the-top, Winnings’ and Rewards’ Proportional Performances for type-B- EFCA-8-agents – 
10.000-episodes experiment; 

The groups of bar corresponds to each agent out of the 8. The blue bars represent the proportion of each agent, in 
respect to the total reaches to the top. The green bars represent the proportion of each agent, in respect to the total 
winnings which occured within the experiment. Finally, the yellow bars represent each indivindual’s reward rate, in 

respect to the total acquired. 

Proportional Performance barplot reveals what all the information that studied Fairness 

metrics hide. The minimum values for each of the measures, divided by the max, gives 

a definition a version of Fairness. This way, dominant and non-dominant behaviours 

can be observed and groups can be classified for correlations’ investigation, so varius 

types of equilibriums and properties of cooperation can be extracted. 

However, individual performances do not necessarily signify alternating behaviour. 

Individual Rotation metrics perhaps can show their performance towards a perfect 

alternation. 
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Figure 40 – Indivindual Rotation metrics for for type-B- EFCA-8-agents – 10.000-episodes experiment; 

Each group of bars corresponds to an agent out of the 8. With blue, AWE sub-metric is represented, with orange WP 
and with green RT metric is represented 
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Figure 41 –Proportional Performance & Individual Rotation bar-plots in comparison, for type-B- EFCA-8-agents – 
10.000-episodes experiment 

 

As it can be visually inspected in numerous experiments conducted for this thesis, 

performance and rotation correlate, perhaps implying that approaching an ideal Rotation 

to an increasingly alternating system, benefits the individual performance. Such 

correlations can lead to interesting inferences about the properties of social and 

economical phenomena such as Conventionalization.  
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Figure 42 – Average Rotation for 70.000 episodes; 

Each group of bars represents the results for a different number of agents [2-6] 

Red and Green bars represent type-B experiments, while Purple and Blue, type-A experiments.  

Specifically Red bars represent type-A EFCB, green bars type-A EFCA, while purple bars type-B EFCB and blue 
type-B EFCA 

 

Figure 43 – Average Rotation in 10000 episodes 
Each group of bars represents the results for a different number of agents [2-10] 

 Green bars represent type-A experiments, while Red, type-B experiments both for EFCA reward function.  
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As shown in the sample acquired by the series of experiments, Average Rotation with 

δ= n increases when agents increase. This could be balanced with an appropriate 

definition of δ, yet on the other hand it is a property of an n-agent system for n ∈ [2,10], 

which exists and its captured because of the definition of RT. On the same time n ∈ 

[2,10] can be considered extreme cases comparing to the vast range of numbers that can 

be assigned, so the behaviour could change for more agents as maybe shown once in the 

10-agents’ experiment of type-B design, in which Avg. Rotations is lower than  the 

respective Avg. Rotation of 9-agents’ experiment. Of course this speculation can apply 

to the rest of the metrics and it is nothing more than a speculation as 1 experiment is not 

an indicative sample in any case.  

Also, again type-A and type-B designs and different reward functions have no 

significant difference, except in the branch-case in which the episodes are less (10.000). 

Thus, another speculation could be that more exploration is needed and the convergence 

is  slower in type-B designs, as the problem is more complex and the state-actions 

evaluations are multiple. Hence this might suggest that type-B experiments need more 

exploration and more episodes to converge. 

Regardless the increasing of Rotation metrics and sub-metrics when agents increase, an 

appropriate benchmarking in co-evaluation with Efficiency metric, similar to that of 

ALT metric’s benchmarking, could produce accurate estimations of perfect-alternation 

performance, as the correlations with proportional individual performance suggest. 

However, contrary to the ALT metrics, Average Rotation extreme cases can only 

produce continuous fitting curves, only if δ-parameter is calibrated appropriately. Hence 

more investigation of Rotation metric is required, in order to be utilized as a useful and 

general tool. 

4. Conclusions 

Conclusively, a novel framework of turn-taking evaluation was introduced, 

benchmarked and tested in this dissertation, for n-agents’ dynamic systems. 

Furthermore, on parallel with the hypothesis testing, an investigation of various research 

questions was initiated during the experimentation, aiming to future educated inferences 

about social, anthropological and economic phenomena.  
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First of all, and answering Research Question D (Sub-Section 1.2.2), the notion of a 

Perfect Alternation Equilibrium was introduced (Sub-Section 1.2.1), as a preferable 

Efficient and Fair equilibrium, robust to variations of system parameters and inspired by 

the human behaviour in 
3
,  to hopefully serve as a point of reference for evaluation of 

future systems and scenarios.  

Answering Research Question A (Sub-Section 1.2.2), the metrics of the proposed 

evaluation framework were applied in a number of designing variations’ 

implementations of the first-time-introduced game-theoretic scenario MBoE (BoE for n-

agents), that were computationally simulated with RL (Q-Learning). Proposed ALT 

metrics versions were benchmarked and pried, seeming to successfully produce very 

similar estimations about a system’s performance, reinforcing the validity of the results. 

Efficiency metric along with the newly introduced Reward Fairness measure, by latter’s 

definition, can sufficiently measures a multi-agents’ dynamic system’s Efficiency and 

Fairness. Additionally, other metrics and indicators for use in dynamic multi-agent 

systems were introduced and investigated, such as Multi-Agent Efficiency, Individual 

and Avg. Rotation, Proportional Performance. Except from their insights they initially 

served as intermediate steps towards the development of ALT and Reward Metrics 

which were mostly used for inferences, as the latter development emerged from the 

empirical experimentation with the rest of the metrics. What is more, interesting 

indications and insights were yielded, by Individual Rotation and Proportional 

Performance regarding the inner dynamics of the systems, giving potential to the 

development and optimization of their definitions. Further investigation in the 

correlations of all those metrics would be a possible future step. 

Also, the newly introduced Reward Fairness metric, together with Efficiency metric 

from literature, allowed the realization that Efficient and Fair equilibria can successfully 

and vastly be reached in dynamic multi-agent games confirming that “cooperation is the 

rule” as in the 2-agents ballistic case 
14

. Also, answering Research Question B (Sub-

Section 1.2.2),  the results of the experiments conducted, suggested that n-agents can 

reach relatively high levels towards a perfect alternation equilibrium, as per ALT 

metrics’ estimations, experiments reached up to ~80% perfect alternation. On the other 

hand, and answering Research Question C (Section 1.2.2) those results lead to the 

rejection of the Null-Hypothesis (Section 1)  thus concluding that Efficient and Fair 
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equilibria do not necessarily mean Perfect Alternation.  Hence, the achievement of a 

perfect alternation in multi-agent environments originating from BoE and BoS game-

theoretic scenarios, is still an open question, as well as the conditions which allow that.  

As it was expected, the more the agents the more the episodes needed for convergence 

to Efficient and Fair equilibria, as the multi-agent dynamics are getting more and more 

complex. It was however revealed that high Efficiency and Reward Fairness in n-agents 

experiments weren’t achieved immediately after the end of exploration, as even if the 

agents converged, those accumulative metrics were gradually improving as the 

experiment was ran. Also, It was shown that the overall alternation performance was 

always better at the end of the experiments, thus some progression towards perfect 

alternation can be concluded, even if it wasn’t completely achieved, for reasons which 

need further investigation. 

Additionally, type-A and type-B experiments of different reward functions did not show 

any significant differences performance-wise. Of course, the number of agents and 

episodes, as well as epsilon decaying process were all constrained by the available 

computational resources. Thus, experiments of more agents, more episodes, more 

available positions per agent, longer exploration periods and other variations of the 

problem and parameters’ tunings should be conducted to proceed to safe general 

conclusions about social behaviour in such scenarios. Perhaps 2-10 agents and 10.000 to 

70.000 episodes with the specific epsilon and epsilon decay values, are not enough for 

conclusions about n-agents its only a small sample, and maybe internal dynamics lead 

to different behaviours after some limits. Although, from the current results for 2-10 

homogenous e-greedy Q-learning agents, it seems that they reach some special efficient 

and fair equilibria correlating to the various system’s states after exploration. If such 

equilibria can be have fixed-periodicities and agents or groups of agents correlate 

hierarchically when more agents are involved, is a matter of further research, as it will 

be discussed in Future works. 

To sum up, coordination is definite after a definite number of episodes in Q-learning e-

greedy dynamic systems of n-agents, for the introduced scenarios. The already 

reductionist’s resulted samples may not be enough to allow attempting some 

preliminary speculative generalizations to real-life social/ economic or human 
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behaviour, however it is safe to say that cooperation is more than common on scenarios 

with conflict of interest and perfect alternation is probably possible. Interestingly 

enough, various efficient and fair equilibria can emerge naturally among selfish agents, 

depending on the environment. 

5. Future Works 

Because of the nature of this thesis’s context, a vast spectrum of possible future steps 

can arise, as several new ideas were introduced to initiate experimentation and scientific 

research. The following is a non-exhaustive list of possible future steps in this thematic, 

both from a technical and a theoretical aspect. 

1. Firstly, the system behaviour of the introduced environments, should be tested, 

for different (higher) numbers of agents, available positions per agent, episodes 

and exploration periods as well as different hyper-parameters tunings and reward 

functions for type-A and type-B state representations. Other variations of the 

environments e.g. with obstacles, diagonal moves, or conflicts among agents 

could be examined as in 
16

, under the umbrella of MBoE. This way, the initial 

hypothesis that a Perfect Alternation can be achieved could be tested in all of 

them and lead to deeper understanding of both the environments and the 

beneficiary conditions for such equilibria. Also, it would be useful to check if 

type-B experiments’ information would actually be successful to more or less 

complex settings. 

2. If the general results of the former works would suggest that type-B can reach a 

perfect alternation equilibrium, then other of state-representations could be pried 

to specify the minimum required information for achieving various types of 

equilibria. For example, a Type-C design could include only the id of just one 

winner of the last episode to the agents’ state representations.  

Otherwise, if type-A and type-B state representations fail to reach perfect 

alternation for stratified reward systems, then state representations with more 

information should be investigated, e.g. such as type-D: including information 

about the last n-1 episodes, to help agents coordinate. 

3. Provided that a perfect alternation wasn’t yet achieved, a useful starting point 

would may be the use of the various introduced metrics values in state-
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representations up to current episode. Such metrics can be utilized to state-

representation designs of agents to examine their contribution to the 

convergence of the system and/or its acceleration. It could be hypothesized that 

such state representations can achieve the equilibriums they are meant to 

measure. 

4. New ideas for ALT metrics, or optimization of the existing ones could be 

investigated. Also metrics for other kinds of equilibria, such as other kinds of 

alternation, hierarchical coordination or special correlating equilibria can also be 

investigated. The introduced frameworks such as ALT, Rotation and Fairness 

metrics could be used as the foundation for modification or even the direct 

evaluation of some of those equilibria. Applications in other scenarios/ 

environments or generalizations would be also fruitful.  

5. Regardless of the results of potential works like the abovementioned, it would be 

also interesting to check the effects of heterogenous state-representations such as 

the ones in 
18

 and/or gradually more complex, as it would maybe simulate real-

life scenarios better and allow further inferences. An intresting hypothesis that 

would arise is that this multi-agent RL system can converge into an alternation 

equilibrium faster via an heterogeneous design with heterogenous state 

representations. For example, Type-A can be assigned to a number of agents and 

Type-B to the rest similarly to 
18

. Another barrier that was reported in 
14

 was the 

fact that as the epsilon value decayed simulteanously for all agents per episode, 

the coordination was difficult as all agents stopped simulteanously exploring and 

used their policy deterministically. In n-agents it was shown that the dynamics 

of a system do not converge immediately after the end of exploration, although 

the proposed heterogenicity could be extended to their epsilon greedy function, 

in order to design the agents to start exploitation unsynchronously, at stratified 

time-steps/ episodes, for a further understanding of such systems, expecting that 

under certain conditions this method would accelerate the convergence to 

alternative equilibria. 

6. As explained in Section 2, a perfect Average Rotation cannot signify a perfect 

alternation, although in co-evaluation with Efficiency it can give useful insights. 

Optimization and calibration of Rotation metrics and sub-metrics could be 
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further investigated. Also benchmarking and correlations tests among all metrics 

introduced would give valuable insights about the nature of the metrics and the 

behaviour of the systems tested, and hopefully enrich their applications. 

7. Contributing an appropriate modification of the environments’ code in open 

libraries such as ai-gym could further encourage further experimentation. 

8. Applications of this framework’s metrics (such as ALT), could be used and 

tested in the field for artificial and biological systems (e.g. queues, animal 

behaviour, energy distribution) for a deeper understanding of complex 

behaviours beyond Conventionalization. Also, their applications to more 

complex and/or realistic simulations with AI and Cognitive Systems inspired by 

biology and the brain, such as Deep Q-Learning would be extended to 

reductionist’s simulations related to cutting-edge cognitive systems’ theories 

(e.g. Enactivism) or other to hopefully set the foundations for further 

understanding of complex systems. 
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The commented code, plots and resulted output is attached of the experiments in this 

Section. 

9.1 Python Code of the Experiment 

Below is attached the commented Python code used for the purposes of the experiment, 

for replication, optimization, extension and inspection. Specifically the type-B-EFCA-

max-10-agents-10000-episodes instantiation is attached for brevity, so the parameters 

can be modified according to the possible needs. 

number_of_max_agents = 10 
number_of_possible_positions_per_agent = 3 
number_of_possible_actions_per_agent = 2 
numberofepisodes = 10000 
 
import random 
import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
from collections import Counter 
import multiprocessing 
import math 
 
 
def encodeState(k, l, numberofagents): 
    a = int(''.join(str(x) for x in k), 
number_of_possible_positions_per_agent) 
    b = int(''.join(str(y) for y in l), number_of_possible_actions_per_agent) 
    done = False 
    d = pow(number_of_possible_positions_per_agent, numberofagents) 
    c = 0 
    while not done: 
        d = d / 10 
        c += 1 
        if int(d) is 0: 
            done = True 
 
    # print(    c) 
    return pow(10, c) * b + a 
 
 
def alternation(numberofepisodes, numberofagents, 
terminalOccurencesPerEpisode, TopAgentsPerEpisode): 
    ####### ALTERNATION METRICS !!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
    numberOfBatches = numberofepisodes - (numberofagents - 1) 
    # print("Number of batches", numberOfBatches) 
 
    termOccPerBatch = numberOfBatches * [0] 
    numOfWinnersPerBatch = numberOfBatches * [0] 
 
    betaFALT = numberOfBatches * [0] 
    betaEALT = numberOfBatches * [0] 
    betaEFALT = numberOfBatches * [0] 
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    betaEEALT = numberOfBatches * [0] 
    betaCALT = numberOfBatches * [0] 
    betaAALT = numberOfBatches * [0] 
 
    for batchId in range(0, numberOfBatches): 
        #         print(    "BATCH: ", batchId) 
 
        whoReachedTopInThisBatch = numberofagents * [ 
            0]  # one element per episode of the batch. It calculates how 
many agents managed to reach the top at each episode 
        exclusiveWinningEpisodesInThisBatch = 0  # needed for CALT 
        numberOfWinningsInBatchPerAgent = numberofagents * [0]  # needed for 
AALT 
 
        for eb in range(batchId, batchId + numberofagents):  # run within 
batch 
            #             print(    "eb", eb) 
 
            if sum(TopAgentsPerEpisode[eb]) is 1:  # if there is one 
exclusive winner in this episode 
                exclusiveWinningEpisodesInThisBatch += 1  # needed for EALT 
(and EEALT) 
 
            for i in range(numberofagents):  # for every agent 
                if TopAgentsPerEpisode[eb][i] is 1:  # if this agent won in 
episode eb 
                    whoReachedTopInThisBatch[i] = 1  # needed for CALT 
 
                numberOfWinningsInBatchPerAgent[i] += 
TopAgentsPerEpisode[eb][i] 
 
            # print(    "TopAgentsPerEpisode[eb]",TopAgentsPerEpisode[eb]) 
            numOfWinnersPerBatch[batchId] = sum(whoReachedTopInThisBatch) 
            termOccPerBatch[batchId] += terminalOccurencesPerEpisode[eb] 
 
        #      beta values for each batch: 
 
        betaFALT[batchId] = numOfWinnersPerBatch[batchId] / 
termOccPerBatch[batchId] 
        betaEFALT[batchId] = pow(betaFALT[batchId], 2) 
        betaEALT[batchId] = exclusiveWinningEpisodesInThisBatch * 
numOfWinnersPerBatch[batchId] / pow(numberofagents, 2) 
        betaEEALT[batchId] = pow(betaEALT[batchId], 2) 
 
        for eb in range(batchId, batchId + numberofagents):  # run within 
batch again :( 
            betaCALT[batchId] += (numberofagents - 
sum(TopAgentsPerEpisode[eb])) * (betaEFALT[batchId]) 
 
        betaCALT[batchId] = betaCALT[batchId] / (numberofagents * 
(numberofagents - 1)) 
 
        countOfExclusiveWinnersInBatch = 0 
        for i in range(numberofagents): 
            if numberOfWinningsInBatchPerAgent[i] is 1: 
                countOfExclusiveWinnersInBatch += 1 
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        betaAALT[batchId] = countOfExclusiveWinnersInBatch / 
termOccPerBatch[batchId] 
 
    #  Cumulative beta lists 
    cumBetaFALT = np.cumsum(betaFALT) 
    cumBetaEALT = np.cumsum(betaEALT) 
    cumBetaEFALT = np.cumsum(betaEFALT) 
    cumBetaEEALT = np.cumsum(betaEEALT) 
    cumBetaCALT = np.cumsum(betaCALT) 
    cumBetaAALT = np.cumsum(betaAALT) 
 
    #  Normalized Cumulative beta lists 
    for i in range(len(cumBetaFALT)): 
        cumBetaFALT[i] = cumBetaFALT[i] / (i + 1) 
        cumBetaEALT[i] = cumBetaEALT[i] / (i + 1) 
        cumBetaEFALT[i] = cumBetaEFALT[i] / (i + 1) 
        cumBetaEEALT[i] = cumBetaEEALT[i] / (i + 1) 
        cumBetaCALT[i] = cumBetaCALT[i] / (i + 1) 
        cumBetaAALT[i] = cumBetaAALT[i] / (i + 1) 
 
    print("Final Total FALT for ", numberofagents, " agents : ", 
sum(betaFALT) / numberOfBatches, 
          "Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among:", 
numberofagents * (sum(betaFALT) / numberOfBatches), 
          "agents") 
    print("Final Total EALT for ", numberofagents, " agents : ", 
sum(betaEALT) / numberOfBatches, 
          "Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among:", 
numberofagents * (sum(betaEALT) / numberOfBatches), 
          "agents") 
    print("Final Total EFALT for ", numberofagents, " agents : ", 
sum(betaEFALT) / numberOfBatches, 
          "Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among:", 
          numberofagents * (((math.sqrt(sum(betaEFALT) / numberOfBatches)) - 
0.000000000532183463) / 0.9999999999), 
          "agents") 
    print("Final Total EEALT for ", numberofagents, " agents : ", 
sum(betaEEALT) / numberOfBatches, 
          "Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among:", 
          numberofagents * (((math.sqrt(sum(betaEEALT) / numberOfBatches)) - 
0.000000000532183463) / 0.9999999999), 
          "agents") 
    print("Final Total CALT for ", numberofagents, " agents : ", 
sum(betaCALT) / numberOfBatches, 
          "Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among:", 
          numberofagents * (math.sqrt(sum(betaCALT) / numberOfBatches) - 
0.000000000674983614), "agents") 
    if sum(betaAALT) / numberOfBatches is not 0: 
        print("Final Total AALT for ", numberofagents, " agents : ", 
sum(betaAALT) / numberOfBatches, 
              "Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among:", 
              numberofagents * ((sum(betaAALT) / numberOfBatches)+1)/2, 
              "agents") 
    else: 
        print("Final Total AALT for ", numberofagents, " agents : ", 
sum(betaAALT) / numberOfBatches, 
              "No alternation is recognized") 
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    plt.plot(cumBetaFALT, 'r-', cumBetaEALT, 'y-', cumBetaEFALT, 'o--', 
cumBetaEEALT, 'p--', cumBetaCALT, 'g-', 
             cumBetaAALT, 'm-') 
    plt.gca().legend(('Cummulative beta FALT', 'Cummulative beta EALT', 
'Cummulative beta EFALT', 
                      'Cummulative beta EEALT', 'Cummulative beta CALT', 
'Cummulative beta AALT')) 
    plt.xlabel('Batches') 
    plt.ylim(top=1) 
    plt.title('Number of agents: %i' % numberofagents) 
    plt.show() 
 
    #  Cumulative beta lists for the last 10% of batches 
    lastTenPercentCumBetaFALT = np.cumsum(betaFALT[-(int(0.1 * 
numberOfBatches)):]) 
    lastTenPercentCumBetaEALT = np.cumsum(betaEALT[-(int(0.1 * 
numberOfBatches)):]) 
    lastTenPercentCumBetaEFALT = np.cumsum(betaEFALT[-(int(0.1 * 
numberOfBatches)):]) 
    lastTenPercentCumBetaEEALT = np.cumsum(betaEEALT[-(int(0.1 * 
numberOfBatches)):]) 
    lastTenPercentCumBetaCALT = np.cumsum(betaCALT[-(int(0.1 * 
numberOfBatches)):]) 
    lastTenPercentCumBetaAALT = np.cumsum(betaAALT[-(int(0.1 * 
numberOfBatches)):]) 
 
    # Normalized Cumulative beta lists for the last 10% of batches 
    for i in range(len(lastTenPercentCumBetaFALT)): 
        lastTenPercentCumBetaFALT[i] = lastTenPercentCumBetaFALT[i] / (i + 1) 
        lastTenPercentCumBetaEALT[i] = lastTenPercentCumBetaEALT[i] / (i + 1) 
        lastTenPercentCumBetaEFALT[i] = lastTenPercentCumBetaEFALT[i] / (i + 
1) 
        lastTenPercentCumBetaEEALT[i] = lastTenPercentCumBetaEEALT[i] / (i + 
1) 
        lastTenPercentCumBetaCALT[i] = lastTenPercentCumBetaCALT[i] / (i + 1) 
        lastTenPercentCumBetaAALT[i] = lastTenPercentCumBetaAALT[i] / (i + 1) 
 
    print("Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for ", numberofagents, " agents 
: ", 
          sum(betaFALT[-(int(0.1 * numberOfBatches)):]) / int(0.1 * 
numberOfBatches), 
          "Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among:", 
          numberofagents * sum(betaFALT[-(int(0.1 * numberOfBatches)):]) / 
int(0.1 * numberOfBatches), "agents") 
    print("Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for ", numberofagents, " agents 
: ", 
          sum(betaEALT[-(int(0.1 * numberOfBatches)):]) / int(0.1 * 
numberOfBatches), 
          "Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among:", 
          numberofagents * sum(betaEALT[-(int(0.1 * numberOfBatches)):]) / 
int(0.1 * numberOfBatches), "agents") 
    print("Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for ", numberofagents, " 
agents : ", 
          sum(betaEFALT[-(int(0.1 * numberOfBatches)):]) / int(0.1 * 
numberOfBatches), 
          "Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among:", 
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numberofagents * (((math.sqrt( 
            sum(betaEFALT[-(int(0.1 * numberOfBatches)):]) / int( 
                0.1 * numberOfBatches))) - 0.000000000532183463) / 
0.9999999999), "agents") 
    print("Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for ", numberofagents, " 
agents : ", 
          sum(betaEEALT[-(int(0.1 * numberOfBatches)):]) / int(0.1 * 
numberOfBatches), 
          "Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among:", 
numberofagents * (((math.sqrt( 
            sum(betaEEALT[-(int(0.1 * numberOfBatches)):]) / int( 
                0.1 * numberOfBatches))) - 0.000000000532183463) / 
0.9999999999), "agents") 
    print("Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for ", numberofagents, " agents 
: ", 
          sum(betaCALT[-(int(0.1 * numberOfBatches)):]) / int(0.1 * 
numberOfBatches), 
          "Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among:", 
numberofagents * (math.sqrt( 
            sum(betaCALT[-(int(0.1 * numberOfBatches)):]) / int(0.1 * 
numberOfBatches)) - 0.000000000674983614), 
          "agents") 
 
    if sum(betaAALT[-(int(0.1 * numberOfBatches)):]) / int(0.1 * 
numberOfBatches) is not 0: 
        print("Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for ", numberofagents, " 
agents : ", 
              sum(betaAALT[-(int(0.1 * numberOfBatches)):]) / int(0.1 * 
numberOfBatches), 
              "Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among:", 
numberofagents * (sum( 
                betaAALT[-(int(0.1 * numberOfBatches)):]) +1)/2, "agents") 
    else: 
        print("Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for ", numberofagents, " 
agents : ", 
              sum(betaAALT[-(int(0.1 * numberOfBatches)):]) / int(0.1 * 
numberOfBatches), 
              "No alternation is recognized") 
 
    plt.plot(lastTenPercentCumBetaFALT, 'r-', lastTenPercentCumBetaEALT, 'y-
', lastTenPercentCumBetaEFALT, 'o--', 
             lastTenPercentCumBetaEEALT, 'p--', lastTenPercentCumBetaCALT, 
'g-', 
             lastTenPercentCumBetaAALT, 'm-') 
    plt.gca().legend(('Last 10% Batches Cummulative beta FALT', 'Last 10% 
Batches Cummulative beta EALT', 
                      'Last 10% Batches Cummulative beta EFALT', 
                      'Last 10% Batches Cummulative beta EEALT', 'Last 10% 
Batches Cummulative beta CALT', 
                      'Last 10% Batches Cummulative beta AALT')) 
    plt.xlabel('Last 10% Batches') 
    plt.ylim(top=1) 
    plt.title('Number of agents: %i' % numberofagents) 
    plt.show() 
 
 
def rotation(numberofepisodes, numberofagents, waitingPeriodsPerAgent, 
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last10percentwaitingPeriodsPerAgent): 
    ####### ROTATION !!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
    avgWaitingEpisodesPerAgent = numberofagents * [0] 
    rotationRatePerAgent = numberofagents * [0] 
    finalRotationPerAgent = numberofagents * [0] 
 
    last10percentavgWaitingEpisodesPerAgent = numberofagents * [0] 
    last10percentrotationRatePerAgent = numberofagents * [0] 
    last10percentfinalRotationPerAgent = numberofagents * [0] 
 
    for i in range(numberofagents): 
        if len(waitingPeriodsPerAgent[i]) is 0: 
            avgR = 0 
        else: 
            avgR = sum(waitingPeriodsPerAgent[i]) / 
len(waitingPeriodsPerAgent[i]) 
 
        if avgR > 2 * (numberofagents - 1): 
            avgWaitingEpisodesPerAgent[i] = 0 
        else: 
            avgWaitingEpisodesPerAgent[i] = avgR / (avgR + numberofagents * 
abs(avgR - (numberofagents - 1))) 
        # # print("avgWaitingEpisodesPerAgent[", i, "]=", 
avgWaitingEpisodesPerAgent[i]) 
 
        t = len(waitingPeriodsPerAgent[i]) 
 
        if t > 2 * int(numberofepisodes / numberofagents): 
            rotationRatePerAgent[i] = 0 
        else: 
            rotationRatePerAgent[i] = t / (t + numberofagents * abs(t - 
numberofepisodes / numberofagents)) 
 
        # # print("rotationRatePerAgent[", i, "]=", rotationRatePerAgent[i]) 
        # 
 
        finalRotationPerAgent[i] = (1 * avgWaitingEpisodesPerAgent[i] + 1 * 
rotationRatePerAgent[i]) / 2 
        # # print("finalRotationPerAgent[", i, "]=", 
finalRotationPerAgent[i]) 
 
        for i in range(numberofagents): 
            if len(last10percentwaitingPeriodsPerAgent[i]) is 0: 
                last10percentavgR = 0 
            else: 
                last10percentavgR = 
sum(last10percentwaitingPeriodsPerAgent[i]) / len( 
                    last10percentwaitingPeriodsPerAgent[i]) 
 
            if last10percentavgR > 2 * (numberofagents - 1): 
                last10percentavgWaitingEpisodesPerAgent[i] = 0 
            else: 
                last10percentavgWaitingEpisodesPerAgent[i] = 
last10percentavgR / ( 
                        last10percentavgR + numberofagents * 
abs(last10percentavgR - (numberofagents - 1))) 
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            last10percentt = len(last10percentwaitingPeriodsPerAgent[i]) 
 
            if last10percentt > 2 * int(numberofepisodes / numberofagents): 
                last10percentrotationRatePerAgent[i] = 0 
            else: 
                last10percentrotationRatePerAgent[i] = last10percentt / 
(last10percentt + numberofagents * abs( 
                    last10percentt - 0.1 * numberofepisodes / 
numberofagents)) 
 
            last10percentfinalRotationPerAgent[i] = (1 * 
last10percentavgWaitingEpisodesPerAgent[i] + 1 * 
                                                     
last10percentrotationRatePerAgent[i]) / 2 
 
    print("Final Total Rotation for ", numberofagents, " agents : ", 
          sum(finalRotationPerAgent) / len(finalRotationPerAgent)) 
    labels = [] 
    for i in range(numberofagents): 
        labels.append("Agent " + str(i)) 
 
    x = np.arange(len(labels))  # the label locations 
    width = 0.35  # the width of the bars 
 
    fig, ax = plt.subplots() 
    rects1 = ax.bar(x - width / 2, avgWaitingEpisodesPerAgent, width, 
label='avgWaitingEpisodesPerAgent') 
    rects2 = ax.bar(x, rotationRatePerAgent, width, 
label='rotationRatePerAgent') 
    rects3 = ax.bar(x + width / 2, finalRotationPerAgent, width, 
label='finalRotationPerAgent') 
 
    # Add some text for labels, title and custom x-axis tick labels, etc. 
    ax.set_ylim(0, 1) 
    ax.set_ylabel('Rotation') 
    ax.set_title('Rotation metric by agent') 
    ax.set_xticks(x) 
    ax.set_xticklabels(labels) 
    ax.legend() 
 
    def autolabel(rects): 
        """Attach a text label above each bar in *rects*, displaying its 
height.""" 
        for rect in rects: 
            height = round(rect.get_height(), 3) 
            ax.annotate('{}'.format(height), 
                        xy=(rect.get_x() + rect.get_width() / 2, height), 
                        xytext=(0, 3),  # 3 points vertical offset 
                        textcoords="offset points", 
                        ha='center', va='bottom') 
 
    autolabel(rects1) 
    autolabel(rects2) 
    autolabel(rects3) 
 
    fig.tight_layout() 
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    plt.show() 
 
 
# Create a Class of Agents 
class Agent: 
    def __init__(self, identifier, numberofagents): 
        self.identifier = identifier  # each agent has an index number for 
identifier, which is a number in [0,numberofagents) 
        self.actionSpace = []  # action 0 for "stay", action 1 for "move 
forward" 
        for i in range(number_of_possible_actions_per_agent): 
            self.actionSpace.append(i) 
        self.totalReward = 0 
        self.number_of_possible_positions_per_agent = 
number_of_possible_positions_per_agent  # e.g. if there are 3 positions per 
agent, each agent can either be in 0 (starting block), in 1 (middle block) or 
in 2 (final block) 
        self.action_size = len(self.actionSpace) 
 
        maxpositionsvalues = numberofagents * 
[number_of_possible_positions_per_agent - 1] 
        maxTopPositionAgentsValues = numberofagents * [self.action_size - 1] 
 
        self.state_size = encodeState(maxpositionsvalues, 
maxTopPositionAgentsValues, numberofagents) + 1 
 
        # self.V={} 
        self.Q = np.zeros((self.state_size, self.action_size)) 
 
    # Create the Environment! 
 
 
class Environment: 
    def __init__(self, numberofagents): 
 
        self.numberofagents = numberofagents 
        self.fullReward = 100  # reward is given in its full only if the 
winner is only one, otherwise only part of the full reward 
        # is equally shared to all the winners. if everyone finishes, 0 or 
penalized . 
 
        # Hyperparameters 
        self.alpha = 0.3 
        self.gamma = 0.999 
        self.epsilon = 0.9 
        self.decay = 0.00004 
 
        self.positions = self.numberofagents * [ 
            0]  # put the agents at the starting point. one cell for each 
agent (from 0 to numberofpositions-1) 
        self.nextpositions = self.numberofagents * [ 
            0]  # initialize next positions wit 0 (they also take values from 
0 to numberofpositions-1) 
        self.actions = self.numberofagents * [0]  # current actions for each 
agent 
        self.currentTopAgents = self.numberofagents * [0]  # noone is the 
current winner yet 
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        self.lastTopAgents = self.numberofagents * [0]  # one cell for each 
agent (from 0 to 1) 
        self.currentrewards = self.numberofagents * [0]  # each cell 
corresponds to each agent 
        self.terminalPositionsPerAgent = self.numberofagents * [ 
            0]  # this will be needed for fairness metric function below 
 
        self.agents = self.numberofagents * [0] 
        for i in range(self.numberofagents):  # create an object list of all 
agents with i as their identifier 
            self.agents[i] = Agent(i, self.numberofagents) 
 
    def Efficiency(self, episodesUntilNow, currentnumberofagents): 
        totalRewardOfAllAgents = 0 
        for i in range(currentnumberofagents): 
            totalRewardOfAllAgents += self.agents[i].totalReward 
 
        return totalRewardOfAllAgents / float(episodesUntilNow * 
self.fullReward) 
 
    # def Fairness(self): 
    #     # print ("Terminal Positions  per agent:", 
self.terminalPositionsPerAgent) 
    #     return min(self.terminalPositionsPerAgent) / 
float(max(self.terminalPositionsPerAgent)) 
 
    def MultiAgentFairness(self): 
        # print ("Terminal Positions  per agent:", 
self.terminalPositionsPerAgent) 
        return min(self.terminalPositionsPerAgent) / 
float(max(self.terminalPositionsPerAgent)) 
 
    # def RewardFairness(self): 
    #     # print ("Terminal Positions  per agent:", 
self.terminalPositionsPerAgent) 
    #     return min(self.terminalPositionsPerAgent) / 
float(max(self.terminalPositionsPerAgent)) 
 
 
## Run the Experiment! 
 
 
#################### START THE EPISODES ############################     
# print( 
#     
"%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%") 
# print(    "Number of episodes:", numberofepisodes) 
 
 
def runExperiment(numberofagents): 
    env = Environment(numberofagents) 
    efficiencyPerEpisode = [] 
    fairnessPerEpisode = [] 
    multiFairnessPerEpisode = [] 
    rewardFairnessPerEpisode = [] 
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    epsilonPerEpisode = [] 
    countOfsimpleFairnessEpisodesMeasurement = 0 
    terminalOccurencesPerEpisode = [] 
    TopAgentsPerEpisode = [] 
    UniqueWinnersPerEpisode = [] 
    waitingEpisodesPerAgent = numberofagents * [0] 
    waitingPeriodsPerAgent = [] 
    last10percentwaitingEpisodesPerAgent = numberofagents * [0] 
    last10percentwaitingPeriodsPerAgent = [] 
    for i in range(numberofagents): 
        waitingPeriodsPerAgent.append([]) 
        last10percentwaitingPeriodsPerAgent.append([]) 
 
    print( 
        
"%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%") 
    print("Number of Agents:", numberofagents) 
 
    for episode in range(numberofepisodes):  # each episode 
        ##print(    "Episode", episode) 
        if env.epsilon > 0.004: 
            env.epsilon = env.epsilon - env.decay 
        else: 
            env.epsilon=0 
 
        # print(    "epsilon:", env.epsilon) 
 
        positions = numberofagents * [0] 
        nextpositions = numberofagents * [0] 
        state = encodeState(numberofagents * [0], numberofagents * [0], 
numberofagents) 
        # nextstate = encodeState(numberofagents * [0], numberofagents * [0], 
numberofagents) 
        env.lastTopAgents = env.currentTopAgents[:] 
        env.currentTopAgents = numberofagents * [0] 
        env.currentrewards = numberofagents * [0] 
        someoneReachedTerminalInThisEpisode = False 
 
        countOfTopAgentsInThisRound = 0 
        while not someoneReachedTerminalInThisEpisode:  # it makes new 
turns/rounds for ever until >=1 agents win(s) 
 
            #################### ALL AGENTS MOVE ################## 
            # print(    "Round") 
 
            for i in range(numberofagents):  #### what eachone is going to do 
in each turns? 
                ####  (all agents are considered to move simulteanously) 
                ### EPSILON GREEDY ### 
                if random.uniform(0, 1) < env.epsilon: 
                    env.actions[i] = random.choice(env.agents[i].actionSpace)  
# Explore action space 
                else: 
                    env.actions[i] = np.argmax(env.agents[i].Q[state])  # 
Exploit learned values 
                    # print ("not random action:",env.actions[i] ) 
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                # print("actions:", env.actions) 
 
                ### MOVE AGENT ### 
                if env.actions[i] is 1: 
 
                    nextpositions[i] = nextpositions[ 
                                           i] + 1  # raise the position of 
the specific agent, if it decides to move, to update the state 
 
                    if nextpositions[i] is 
number_of_possible_positions_per_agent - 1: 
                        someoneReachedTerminalInThisEpisode = True 
                        countOfTopAgentsInThisRound += 1 
                        env.terminalPositionsPerAgent[i] += 1 
                        env.currentTopAgents[i] = 1  # to update the 
lastTopAgents later, to prepare the next state 
                # print(    "nextpositions:", nextpositions) 
            nextstate = encodeState(nextpositions, env.lastTopAgents, 
numberofagents) 
            #### end of turn, every agent made one move! Let them get their 
Reward now: 
 
            # REWARD 
 
            for i in range(numberofagents):  # let's see who won a reward in 
this round 
                if env.currentTopAgents[i] is 1:  # if this agent reached the 
top 
                    if countOfTopAgentsInThisRound is env.numberofagents:  # 
if everyone selfishly reached the top 
                        env.currentrewards[ 
                            i] = 0  # they are ALL getting PUNISHED with -1 * 
fullReward ! 
                    elif countOfTopAgentsInThisRound > 1:  # if there are 
more than one winners: 
                        env.currentrewards[i] = env.fullReward / 
pow(numberofagents, 
                                                                     2)  # 
the reward is split accordingly 
                    elif countOfTopAgentsInThisRound is 1:  # if there is 
only one winner: 
                        env.currentrewards[i] = env.fullReward  # agent takes 
the full reward!!! 
                else: 
                    env.currentrewards[i] = 0  # if this agent did not win in 
this round, gets 0 reward.. 
 
                env.agents[i].totalReward += env.currentrewards[ 
                    i]  # add the current reward to each agent's sum of 
rewards variable 
 
            state = encodeState(positions, env.lastTopAgents, numberofagents) 
 
            # LEARNING 
            for i in range(numberofagents): 
                old_value = env.agents[i].Q[state, env.actions[i]] 
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                # print(    env.agents[i].Q[nextstate]) 
                next_max = np.max(env.agents[i].Q[nextstate]) 
 
                new_value = (1 - env.alpha) * old_value + env.alpha * 
(env.currentrewards[i] + env.gamma * next_max) 
                env.agents[i].Q[state, env.actions[i]] = new_value 
 
            # RE-INITIALIZE THE GUYS FOR THE NEXT ROUND 
            # print(    
"rewards:",env.currentrewards,"lastTopAgents",env.lastTopAgents,"prefix:",pow
(10,1)*int(''.join(str(y) for y in env.lastTopAgents),2) , "nextpositions", 
nextpositions, "state", state, "nextstate",nextstate, 
"done",someoneReachedTerminalInThisEpisode  ) 
            positions = nextpositions[:] 
            state = nextstate 
 
        ############ END OF ROUNDS 
 
        efficiencyPerEpisode.append(env.Efficiency(episode + 1, 
numberofagents)) 
        multiFairnessPerEpisode.append(env.MultiAgentFairness()) 
        epsilonPerEpisode.append(env.epsilon) 
 
        ######### REWARD FAIRNESS Measurement ########## 
        maxRF = env.agents[0].totalReward 
        minRF = maxRF 
        for bp in range(1, numberofagents): 
            if env.agents[bp].totalReward > maxRF: 
                maxRF = env.agents[bp].totalReward 
            if env.agents[bp].totalReward < minRF: 
                minRF = env.agents[bp].totalReward 
        if maxRF > 0: 
            rewardFairnessPerEpisode.append(minRF / maxRF) 
        else: 
            rewardFairnessPerEpisode.append(0) 
        ####### Simple Fairness Measurement  !!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
        if sum(env.currentTopAgents) is 1: 
            for i in range(numberofagents): 
                if env.currentTopAgents[i] is 1: 
                    UniqueWinnersPerEpisode.append(i) 
                    break 
 
        if UniqueWinnersPerEpisode: 
            maxWinAgent, maxWinningsFreq = 
Counter(UniqueWinnersPerEpisode).most_common(1)[0] 
            minWinAgent = Counter(UniqueWinnersPerEpisode).most_common()[:-
2:-1] 
            minWinningsFreq = minWinAgent[0][1] 
            minWinAgent = minWinAgent[0][0] 
            countOfsimpleFairnessEpisodesMeasurement += 1 
 
            if (maxWinAgent is not minWinAgent) and (maxWinningsFreq is not 
0): 
                fairnessPerEpisode.append(minWinningsFreq / 
float(maxWinningsFreq)) 
            else: 
                fairnessPerEpisode.append(0) 
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        ####### ROTATION METRIC ##### 
        # print("\n env.currentTopAgents", env.currentTopAgents) 
        for i in range(numberofagents): 
            #             print(    "agent", i) 
            if env.currentTopAgents[i] is 0: 
                waitingEpisodesPerAgent[i] += 1 
 
                if episode >= numberofepisodes - int(0.1 * numberofepisodes): 
                    last10percentwaitingEpisodesPerAgent[i] += 1 
            else: 
                if waitingEpisodesPerAgent[i] is not 0: 
                    
waitingPeriodsPerAgent[i].append(waitingEpisodesPerAgent[i]) 
                    waitingEpisodesPerAgent[i] = 0 
 
                if episode >= numberofepisodes - int(0.1 * numberofepisodes): 
                    if last10percentwaitingEpisodesPerAgent[i] is not 0: 
                        
last10percentwaitingPeriodsPerAgent[i].append(last10percentwaitingEpisodesPer
Agent[i]) 
                        last10percentwaitingEpisodesPerAgent[i] = 0 
 
        ####### LISTS FOR ALTERNATION METRICS !!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
        terminalOccurencesPerEpisode.append(sum(env.currentTopAgents)) 
        TopAgentsPerEpisode.append(env.currentTopAgents) 
 
    ######### END OF EPISODES 
 
    plt.plot(efficiencyPerEpisode, 'r--', multiFairnessPerEpisode, 'b-', 
epsilonPerEpisode, 'g--', fairnessPerEpisode, 
             'b--', rewardFairnessPerEpisode, 'y-') 
    plt.gca().legend(('Efficiency', 'Multi-Agent Fairness', 'Epsilon', 
'Fairness', 'Reward Fairness')) 
    plt.xlabel('Episodes') 
    plt.ylim(top=1) 
    plt.title('Number of agents: %i' % numberofagents) 
    plt.show() 
 
    # PRINT FAIRNESS AND EFFICIENCY 
    print("Final Efficiency for ", numberofagents, " agents : ", 
env.Efficiency(episode + 1, numberofagents)) 
    if fairnessPerEpisode is not None: 
        print("Final (simple) Fairness for ", numberofagents, " agents :", 
fairnessPerEpisode[-1], 
              " Count of Measured Episodes:", 
              countOfsimpleFairnessEpisodesMeasurement) 
    else: 
        print("Final (simple) Fairness for ", numberofagents, 
              " agents : Couldn't be calculated. Count of Measured 
Episodes:", 
              countOfsimpleFairnessEpisodesMeasurement) 
 
    print("Final Multi-Agent Fairness for ", numberofagents, " agents :", 
env.MultiAgentFairness()) 
 
    # Histograms of Total Wins, Reaches to the top and Rewards 
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    sumtotalreward = 0 
    for i in range(numberofagents): 
        sumtotalreward += env.agents[i].totalReward 
 
    finaltotalrewardsrate = [] 
    finalwinningsperagent = [] 
    finalreachestothetopperagent = [] 
    for i in range(numberofagents): 
        finaltotalrewardsrate.append(env.agents[i].totalReward / 
sumtotalreward) 
        finalwinningsperagent.append(UniqueWinnersPerEpisode.count(i) / 
len(UniqueWinnersPerEpisode)) 
        finalreachestothetopperagent.append(env.terminalPositionsPerAgent[i] 
/ sum(env.terminalPositionsPerAgent)) 
 
    totalRewardFairness = min(finaltotalrewardsrate) / 
max(finaltotalrewardsrate) 
    print("Final Reward Fairness for ", numberofagents, " agents :", 
totalRewardFairness) 
 
    labels = [] 
    for i in range(numberofagents): 
        labels.append("Agent " + str(i)) 
 
    x = np.arange(len(labels))  # the label locations 
    width = 0.35  # the width of the bars 
 
    fig, ax = plt.subplots() 
    rects4 = ax.bar(x - width / 2, finalreachestothetopperagent, width, 
label='Final Reaches-to-the-Top Rate per agent', 
                    color='Blue') 
    rects5 = ax.bar(x, finalwinningsperagent, width, label='Final Winnings 
Rate per agent', color='Green') 
    rects6 = ax.bar(x + width / 2, finaltotalrewardsrate, width, label='Total 
Rewards Rate per agent', color='Yellow') 
 
    # Add some text for labels, title and custom x-axis tick labels, etc. 
    ax.set_ylim(0, 1) 
    ax.set_ylabel('Percentage 0-1') 
    ax.set_title('Agents\' Performance') 
    ax.set_xticks(x) 
    ax.set_xticklabels(labels) 
    ax.legend() 
 
    def autolabel(rects): 
        """Attach a text label above each bar in *rects*, displaying its 
height.""" 
        for rect in rects: 
            height = round(rect.get_height(), 3) 
            ax.annotate('{}'.format(height), 
                        xy=(rect.get_x() + rect.get_width() / 2, height), 
                        xytext=(0, 3),  # 3 points vertical offset 
                        textcoords="offset points", 
                        ha='center', va='bottom') 
 
    autolabel(rects4) 
    autolabel(rects5) 
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    autolabel(rects6) 
 
    fig.tight_layout() 
 
    plt.show() 
 
    alternation(numberofepisodes, numberofagents, 
terminalOccurencesPerEpisode, TopAgentsPerEpisode) 
 
    rotation(numberofepisodes, numberofagents, waitingPeriodsPerAgent, 
last10percentwaitingPeriodsPerAgent) 
 
 
if __name__ == '__main__': 
    # runExperiment(2) 
 
    import multiprocessing 
    from multiprocessing import Process 
    from multiprocessing import Pool 
 
    num_processors = number_of_max_agents 
    p = Pool(processes=num_processors) 
    p.map(runExperiment, [numberofagents for numberofagents in range(2, 
number_of_max_agents + 1)]) 
    # for numberofagents in range(2, number_of_max_agents + 1): 
    #     p = multiprocessing.Process(target=runExperiment, 
args=(numberofagents,)) 
    #     p.start() 
    #     p.join() 

 

 

9.2 Python Code for the Benchmarking of the Metrics 

import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
from sklearn.linear_model import LinearRegression 
import pandas as pd 
from scipy.optimize import curve_fit 
 
def alternation(numberofepisodes, numberofagents, 
terminalOccurencesPerEpisode, TopAgentsPerEpisode): 
    ####### ALTERNATION METRICS !!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
    numberOfBatches = numberofepisodes - (numberofagents - 1) 
    # print("Number of batches", numberOfBatches) 
 
    termOccPerBatch = numberOfBatches * [0] 
    numOfWinnersPerBatch = numberOfBatches * [0] 
 
    betaFALT = numberOfBatches * [0] 
    betaEALT = numberOfBatches * [0] 
    betaEFALT = numberOfBatches * [0] 
    betaEEALT = numberOfBatches * [0] 
    betaCALT = numberOfBatches * [0] 
    betaAALT = numberOfBatches * [0] 
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    for batchId in range(0, numberOfBatches): 
        #         print(    "BATCH: ", batchId) 
 
        whoReachedTopInThisBatch = numberofagents * [ 
            0]  # one element per episode of the batch. It calculates how 
many agents managed to reach the top at each episode 
        exclusiveWinningEpisodesInThisBatch = 0  # needed for CALT 
        numberOfWinningsInBatchPerAgent = numberofagents * [0]  # needed for 
AALT 
 
        for eb in range(batchId, batchId + numberofagents):  # run within 
batch 
            #             print(    "eb", eb) 
 
            if sum(TopAgentsPerEpisode[eb]) is 1:  # if there is one 
exclusive winner in this episode 
                exclusiveWinningEpisodesInThisBatch += 1  # needed for EALT 
(and EEALT) 
 
            for i in range(numberofagents):  # for every agent 
                if TopAgentsPerEpisode[eb][i] is 1:  # if this agent won in 
episode eb 
                    whoReachedTopInThisBatch[i] = 1  # needed for CALT 
 
                numberOfWinningsInBatchPerAgent[i] += 
TopAgentsPerEpisode[eb][i] 
 
            # print(    "TopAgentsPerEpisode[eb]",TopAgentsPerEpisode[eb]) 
            numOfWinnersPerBatch[batchId] = sum(whoReachedTopInThisBatch) 
            termOccPerBatch[batchId] += terminalOccurencesPerEpisode[eb] 
 
        #      beta values for each batch: 
 
        betaFALT[batchId] = numOfWinnersPerBatch[batchId] / 
termOccPerBatch[batchId] 
        betaEFALT[batchId] = pow(betaFALT[batchId], 2) 
        betaEALT[batchId] = exclusiveWinningEpisodesInThisBatch * 
numOfWinnersPerBatch[batchId] / pow(numberofagents, 2) 
        betaEEALT[batchId] = pow(betaEALT[batchId], 2) 
 
        for eb in range(batchId, batchId + numberofagents):  # run within 
batch again :( 
            betaCALT[batchId] += (numberofagents - 
sum(TopAgentsPerEpisode[eb])) * (betaEFALT[batchId]) 
 
        betaCALT[batchId] = betaCALT[batchId] / (numberofagents * 
(numberofagents - 1)) 
 
        countOfExclusiveWinnersInBatch = 0 
        for i in range(numberofagents): 
            if numberOfWinningsInBatchPerAgent[i] is 1: 
                countOfExclusiveWinnersInBatch += 1 
 
        betaAALT[batchId] = countOfExclusiveWinnersInBatch / 
termOccPerBatch[batchId] 
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    return (sum(betaFALT) / numberOfBatches), (sum(betaEALT) / 
numberOfBatches), (sum(betaEFALT) / numberOfBatches), ( 
                sum(betaEEALT) / numberOfBatches), (sum(betaCALT) / 
numberOfBatches), (sum(betaAALT) / numberOfBatches) 
 
 
def rotation(numberofagents, numberofepisodes, waitingPeriodsPerAgent): 
    ####### ROTATION !!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
    avgWaitingEpisodesPerAgent = numberofagents * [0] 
    rotationRatePerAgent = numberofagents * [0] 
    finalRotationPerAgent = numberofagents * [0] 
 
    for i in range(numberofagents): 
 
        if len(waitingPeriodsPerAgent[i]) is 0: 
            avgR = 0 
        else: 
            avgR = sum(waitingPeriodsPerAgent[i]) / 
len(waitingPeriodsPerAgent[i]) 
 
        if avgR > 2 * (numberofagents - 1): 
            avgWaitingEpisodesPerAgent[i] = 0 
        else: 
            avgWaitingEpisodesPerAgent[i] = avgR / (avgR + numberofagents * 
abs(avgR - (numberofagents - 1))) 
        # # print("avgWaitingEpisodesPerAgent[", i, "]=", 
avgWaitingEpisodesPerAgent[i]) 
 
        t = len(waitingPeriodsPerAgent[i]) 
 
        if t > 2 * int(numberofepisodes / numberofagents): 
            rotationRatePerAgent[i] = 0 
        else: 
            rotationRatePerAgent[i] = t / (t + numberofagents * abs(t - 
numberofepisodes / numberofagents)) 
 
        # # print("rotationRatePerAgent[", i, "]=", rotationRatePerAgent[i]) 
        # 
 
        finalRotationPerAgent[i] = (1 * avgWaitingEpisodesPerAgent[i] + 1 * 
rotationRatePerAgent[i]) / 2 
        # print("finalRotationPerAgent[", i, "]=", finalRotationPerAgent[i]) 
    return sum(finalRotationPerAgent) / len(finalRotationPerAgent) 
 
 
def Efficiency(episodes, currentnumberofagents, totalRewardperagent, 
fullReward): 
    totalRewardOfAllAgents = 0 
    for i in range(currentnumberofagents): 
        totalRewardOfAllAgents += totalRewardperagent[i] 
 
    return totalRewardOfAllAgents / float(episodes * fullReward) 
 
 
def RewardFairness(totalRewardperagent): 
 
    return min(totalRewardperagent)/max(totalRewardperagent) 
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MaxAgentsLimit = 20 
 
numberofepisodes = 1000 
 
resultsALT = [] 
resultsALT.append([]) 
resultsALT.append([]) 
 
resultsROT = [] 
resultsROT.append([]) 
resultsROT.append([]) 
 
resultsEFF = [] 
resultsEFF.append([]) 
resultsEFF.append([]) 
 
resultsMULTIFAIR = [] 
resultsMULTIFAIR.append([]) 
resultsMULTIFAIR.append([]) 
 
resultsFAIR = [] 
resultsFAIR.append([]) 
resultsFAIR.append([]) 
 
resultsREWFAIR = [] 
resultsREWFAIR.append([]) 
resultsREWFAIR.append([]) 
 
ratioVsFALTmetric = [] 
ratioVsEALTmetric = [] 
ratioVsEFALTmetric = [] 
ratioVsEEALTmetric = [] 
ratioVsCALTmetric = [] 
ratioVsAALTmetric = [] 
 
ratioVsROTmetric = [] 
 
ratioVsEFFmetric = [] 
ratioVsFAIRmetric = [] 
ratioVsMULTIFAIRmetric = [] 
ratioVsREWFAIRmetric = [] 
 
for numberofagents in range(2, MaxAgentsLimit): 
    print(numberofagents) 
    resultsALT.append((numberofagents + 1) * [(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)]) 
    resultsROT.append((numberofagents + 1) * [0]) 
    resultsEFF.append((numberofagents + 1) * [0]) 
    resultsFAIR.append((numberofagents + 1) * [0]) 
    resultsMULTIFAIR.append((numberofagents + 1) * [0]) 
    resultsREWFAIR.append((numberofagents + 1) * [0]) 
 
    for selectedNumberOfAgents in range(1, numberofagents + 1): 
        # print("£££££ NUMBER OF AGENTS :", numberofagents , " Rotating 
Agents:", selectedNumberOfAgents, " £££££" ) 
 
        TopAgentsPerEpisode = [] 
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        terminalOccurencesPerEpisode = numberofepisodes * [0] 
 
        for i in range(numberofepisodes): 
            TopAgentsPerEpisode.append(numberofagents * [0]) 
 
        for i in range(numberofepisodes): 
            # TopAgentsPerEpisode[i][i % numberofagents] = 1 # Perfect 
Alternation 
            # TopAgentsPerEpisode[i][i % 2] = 1 # Only 2 agents rotate 
            TopAgentsPerEpisode[i][i % selectedNumberOfAgents] = 1  # Only 
n/2 agents rotate 
 
        # print(TopAgentsPerEpisode) 
 
        for i in range(numberofepisodes): 
            terminalOccurencesPerEpisode[i] = sum(TopAgentsPerEpisode[i]) 
 
        resultsALT[numberofagents][selectedNumberOfAgents] = 
alternation(numberofepisodes, numberofagents, 
                                                                         
terminalOccurencesPerEpisode, 
                                                                         
TopAgentsPerEpisode) 
 
        waitingPeriodsPerAgent = numberofagents * [0] 
 
        for i in range(numberofagents): 
            if i < selectedNumberOfAgents: 
                waitingPeriodsPerAgent[i] = int(numberofepisodes / 
numberofagents) * [numberofagents - 1] 
            else: 
                waitingPeriodsPerAgent[i] = [] 
 
        # print("waitingPeriodsPerAgent", waitingPeriodsPerAgent) 
 
        # print("resultsROT:",resultsROT ) 
 
        fullreward = 100 
        totalRewPerAgent = numberofagents * [0] 
        for s in range(selectedNumberOfAgents): 
            totalRewPerAgent[s] = fullreward * numberofepisodes / 
numberofagents 
 
        resultsEFF[numberofagents][selectedNumberOfAgents] = 
(Efficiency(numberofepisodes, numberofagents, 
                                                                         
totalRewPerAgent, fullreward) + 
                                                              
resultsROT[numberofagents][selectedNumberOfAgents]) / 2 
 
        resultsROT[numberofagents][selectedNumberOfAgents] = 
rotation(numberofagents, numberofepisodes, 
                                                                      
waitingPeriodsPerAgent) * Efficiency( 
            numberofepisodes, numberofagents, totalRewPerAgent, fullreward) 
 
        ratioVsFALTmetric.append( 
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            [selectedNumberOfAgents / numberofagents, 
resultsALT[numberofagents][selectedNumberOfAgents][0]]) 
        ratioVsEALTmetric.append( 
            [selectedNumberOfAgents / numberofagents, 
resultsALT[numberofagents][selectedNumberOfAgents][1]]) 
        ratioVsEFALTmetric.append( 
            [selectedNumberOfAgents / numberofagents, 
resultsALT[numberofagents][selectedNumberOfAgents][2]]) 
        ratioVsEEALTmetric.append( 
            [selectedNumberOfAgents / numberofagents, 
resultsALT[numberofagents][selectedNumberOfAgents][3]]) 
        ratioVsCALTmetric.append( 
            [selectedNumberOfAgents / numberofagents, 
resultsALT[numberofagents][selectedNumberOfAgents][4]]) 
        ratioVsAALTmetric.append( 
            [selectedNumberOfAgents / numberofagents, 
resultsALT[numberofagents][selectedNumberOfAgents][5]]) 
 
        ratioVsROTmetric.append( 
            [selectedNumberOfAgents / numberofagents, 
resultsROT[numberofagents][selectedNumberOfAgents]]) 
 
        ratioVsEFFmetric.append( 
            [selectedNumberOfAgents / numberofagents, 
resultsEFF[numberofagents][selectedNumberOfAgents]]) 
 
    # print ("ResultsALT:", resultsALT) 
 
ratioVsFALTmetric.append([0, 0]) 
ratioVsEALTmetric.append([0, 0]) 
ratioVsEFALTmetric.append([0, 0]) 
ratioVsEEALTmetric.append([0, 0]) 
ratioVsCALTmetric.append([0, 0]) 
ratioVsAALTmetric.append([0, 0]) 
 
ratioVsROTmetric.append([0, 0]) 
 
ratioVsEFFmetric.append([0, 0]) 
 
ratioVsFALTmetric.sort() 
ratioVsEALTmetric.sort() 
ratioVsEFALTmetric.sort() 
ratioVsEEALTmetric.sort() 
ratioVsCALTmetric.sort() 
ratioVsAALTmetric.sort() 
 
ratioVsROTmetric.sort() 
 
ratioVsEFFmetric.sort() 
 
# print("ratioVsFALTmetric: ", ratioVsFALTmetric) 
# print("ratioVsEALTmetric: ", ratioVsEALTmetric) 
# print("ratioVsEFALTmetric: ", ratioVsEFALTmetric) 
# print("ratioVsEEALTmetric: ", ratioVsEEALTmetric) 
# print("ratioVsCALTmetric: ", ratioVsCALTmetric) 
# print("ratioVsAALTmetric: ", ratioVsAALTmetric) 
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# 
 
 
ratioVsFALTmetric = pd.DataFrame(ratioVsFALTmetric, columns=["Ratio", "FALT" 
                                                             ]) 
ratioVsEALTmetric = pd.DataFrame(ratioVsEALTmetric, columns=["Ratio", "EALT" 
                                                             ]) 
ratioVsEFALTmetric = pd.DataFrame(ratioVsEFALTmetric, columns=["Ratio", 
"EFALT" 
                                                               ]) 
ratioVsEEALTmetric = pd.DataFrame(ratioVsEEALTmetric, columns=["Ratio", 
"EEALT" 
                                                               ]) 
ratioVsCALTmetric = pd.DataFrame(ratioVsCALTmetric, columns=["Ratio", "CALT" 
                                                             ]) 
ratioVsAALTmetric = pd.DataFrame(ratioVsAALTmetric, columns=["Ratio", "AALT" 
                                                             ]) 
 
ratioVsROTmetric = pd.DataFrame(ratioVsROTmetric, columns=["Ratio", 
"Rotation*Efficiency" 
                                                           ]) 
 
ratioVsEFFmetric = pd.DataFrame(ratioVsEFFmetric, columns=["Ratio", 
"(Efficiency+Rot)/2"  ]) 
 
 
modelF = LinearRegression() 
 
 
xf = ratioVsFALTmetric.iloc[:, 0].tolist() 
xf = np.array(xf).reshape((-1, 1)) 
yf = ratioVsFALTmetric.iloc[:, 1].tolist() 
yf = np.array(yf) 
modelF.fit(xf, yf) 
print('FALT intercept b0:', modelF.intercept_) 
print('FALT slope b1:', modelF.coef_) 
 
modelE = LinearRegression() 
xe = ratioVsEALTmetric.iloc[:, 0].tolist() 
xe = np.array(xe).reshape((-1, 1)) 
ye = ratioVsEALTmetric.iloc[:, 1].tolist() 
ye = np.array(ye) 
 
modelE.fit(xe, ye) 
print('EALT intercept b0:', modelE.intercept_) 
print('EALT slope b1:', modelE.coef_) 
 
modelR = LinearRegression() 
xr = ratioVsROTmetric.iloc[:, 0].tolist() 
xr = np.array(xr).reshape((-1, 1)) 
yr = ratioVsROTmetric.iloc[:, 1].tolist() 
yr = np.array(yr) 
 
modelR.fit(xr, yr) 
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print('ROT intercept b0:', modelR.intercept_) 
print('ROT slope b1:', modelR.coef_) 
 
 
 
####CALT 
print("About CALT:") 
def func_exp(x, a, b, c): 
    return a * np.power(x,b)+ c 
print("Function: a*x^b+c: ") 
def exponential_regression (x_data, y_data): 
    popt, pcov = curve_fit(func_exp, x_data, y_data, p0 = (1, 0.01, 1)) 
    print(popt) 
    y = [] 
    for x in x_data: 
        y.append([x,func_exp(x, *popt)]) 
    temp_calt = pd.DataFrame(y,columns=['Ratio','CALT']) 
    plt.figure(figsize=(10,5)) 
    plt.plot(x_data, y_data, 'x', color='xkcd:maroon', label = "data") 
    plt.plot(x_data, func_exp(x_data, *popt),label = "fit") 
    plt.xlabel("Ratio") 
    plt.ylabel("CALT") 
    plt.legend() 
    plt.grid() 
    plt.savefig('CALT.png') 
    plt.show() 
    # plt.figure() 
    temp_calt.plot(x="Ratio", y="CALT", kind="line", title='Fitted 
Curve',figsize=(10, 5), grid=True) 
    # plt.show() 
    return func_exp(x_data, *popt) 
x_data = ratioVsCALTmetric.iloc[:,0].values 
y_data = ratioVsCALTmetric.iloc[:,1].values 
exponential_regression(x_data, y_data) 
 
 
####EEALT 
print("About EEALT:") 
 
def func_exp(x, a, b, c): 
    return a * np.power(x,b)+ c 
print("Function: a*x^b+c: ") 
def exponential_regression (x_data, y_data): 
    popt, pcov = curve_fit(func_exp, x_data, y_data, p0 = (1, 0.01, 1)) 
    print(popt) 
    y = [] 
    for x in x_data: 
        y.append([x,func_exp(x, *popt)]) 
    temp_eealt = pd.DataFrame(y,columns=['Ratio','EEALT']) 
    plt.figure(figsize=(10,5)) 
    plt.plot(x_data, y_data, 'x', color='xkcd:maroon', label = "data") 
    plt.plot(x_data, func_exp(x_data, *popt), color='xkcd:teal', label = 
"fit: {:.3f}, {:.3f}, {:.3f}".format(*popt)) 
    plt.xlabel("Ratio") 
    plt.ylabel("EEALT") 
    plt.legend() 
    plt.grid() 
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    plt.savefig('EEALT.png') 
    plt.show() 
    # plt.figure() 
    temp_eealt.plot(x="Ratio", y="EEALT", kind="line", title='Fitted 
Curve',figsize=(10, 5), grid=True) 
    # plt.show() 
    return func_exp(x_data, *popt) 
x_data = ratioVsEEALTmetric.iloc[:,0].values 
y_data = ratioVsEEALTmetric.iloc[:,1].values 
exponential_regression(x_data, y_data) 
 
 
 
 
####EFALT 
print("About EFALT:") 
 
def func_exp(x, a, b, c): 
    return a * np.power(x,b)+ c 
print("Function: a*x^b+c: ") 
def exponential_regression (x_data, y_data): 
    popt, pcov = curve_fit(func_exp, x_data, y_data, p0 = (1, 0.01, 1)) 
    print(popt) 
    y = [] 
    for x in x_data: 
        y.append([x,func_exp(x, *popt)]) 
    temp_efalt = pd.DataFrame(y,columns=['Ratio','EFALT']) 
    plt.figure(figsize=(10,5)) 
    plt.plot(x_data, y_data, 'x', color='xkcd:maroon', label = "data") 
    plt.plot(x_data, func_exp(x_data, *popt), color='xkcd:teal', label = 
"fit: {:.3f}, {:.3f}, {:.3f}".format(*popt)) 
    plt.xlabel("Ratio") 
    plt.ylabel("EFALT") 
    plt.legend() 
    plt.grid() 
    plt.savefig('EFALT.png') 
    plt.show() 
    # plt.figure() 
    temp_efalt.plot(x="Ratio", y="EFALT", kind="line", title='Fitted 
Curve',figsize=(10, 5), grid=True) 
    # plt.show() 
    return func_exp(x_data, *popt) 
x_data = ratioVsEFALTmetric.iloc[:,0].values 
y_data = ratioVsEFALTmetric.iloc[:,1].values 
exponential_regression(x_data, y_data) 
 
 
# print(ratioVsCALTmetric) 
ratioVsFALTmetric.plot(x="Ratio", y="FALT", kind="scatter", figsize=(10, 5), 
grid=True) 
ratioVsEALTmetric.plot(x="Ratio", y="EALT", kind="scatter", figsize=(10, 5), 
grid=True) 
ratioVsEFALTmetric.plot(x="Ratio", y="EFALT", kind="scatter", figsize=(10, 
5), grid=True) 
ratioVsEEALTmetric.plot(x="Ratio", y="EEALT", kind="scatter", figsize=(10, 
5), grid=True) 
ratioVsCALTmetric.plot(x="Ratio", y="CALT", kind="scatter", figsize=(10, 5), 
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grid=True) 
ratioVsAALTmetric.plot(x="Ratio", y="AALT", kind="scatter", figsize=(10, 5), 
grid=True) 
 
ratioVsROTmetric.plot(x="Ratio", y="Rotation*Efficiency", kind="scatter", 
figsize=(10, 5), grid=True) 
 
ratioVsEFFmetric.plot(x="Ratio", y="(Efficiency+Rot)/2", kind="scatter", 
figsize=(10, 5), grid=True) 
plt.show() 

 

9.3 Code Output & Plots 

The code output and plots for all the conducted experiments are attached below.  

9.3.1 Type-A EFCA 2-6 Agents 

 

Final Efficiency for  2  agents :  0.9778 

Final (simple) Fairness for  2  agents : 0.9990070093457943  Count of Measured Episodes: 70000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  2  agents : 0.9990501201318657 

Final Reward Fairness for  2  agents : 0.9982435234234 

Final Total FALT for  2  agents :  0.7470416244041542 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.4940832488083085 agents 

Final Total EALT for  2  agents :  0.7392891327018958 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.4785782654037916 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  2  agents :  0.6183306586919521 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.572680079327851 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  2  agents :  0.609990857012243 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.5620382278330456 agents 

Final Total CALT for  2  agents :  0.6088749680551049 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.5606088132542626 agents 

Final Total AALT for  2  agents :  0.494083248808315 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.4940832488083151 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  2  agents :  0.7539886650473876 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.5079773300947752 agents 
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Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  2  agents :  0.7538934133447636 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.5077868266895271 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  2  agents :  0.6309512470035401 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.588648792256209 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  2  agents :  0.6308401200171453 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.5885088848324838 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  2  agents :  0.6308242447333746 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.5884888966073016 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  2  agents :  0.5079773300947754 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.5159546601895508 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  2  agents :  0.4200842418328855 

 

 

Final Efficiency for  3  agents :  0.9688047619047656 

Final (simple) Fairness for  3  agents : 0.9937727960145895  Count of Measured Episodes: 70000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  3  agents : 0.9974534850289564 

Final Reward Fairness for  3  agents : 0.9845724100822963 

Final Total FALT for  3  agents :  0.6938793319262415 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.0816379957787245 agents 

Final Total EALT for  3  agents :  0.6844338409666522 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.0533015228999565 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  3  agents :  0.5156938335388928 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.154354774845409 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  3  agents :  0.5057260895287868 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.13343263307214 agents 

Final Total CALT for  3  agents :  0.5077929279214182 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.137787721602623 agents 

Final Total AALT for  3  agents :  0.42789300782716894 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.1418395117407534 agents 
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Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  3  agents :  0.702874220126684 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.1086226603800524 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  3  agents :  0.7025448079884418 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.1076344239653255 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  3  agents :  0.5293147036877894 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.182620518361711 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  3  agents :  0.5289080097861916 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.1817818594124185 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  3  agents :  0.5289917408835795 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.181954550194736 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  3  agents :  0.4425751297804675 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.2307253893414023 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  3  agents :  0.465212365066155 

 

 

Final Efficiency for  4  agents :  0.9542857142857143 

Final (simple) Fairness for  4  agents : 0.9871641074856046  Count of Measured Episodes: 70000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  4  agents : 0.9897920808037394 

Final Reward Fairness for  4  agents : 0.9794057687741801 

Final Total FALT for  4  agents :  0.6695733656571318 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.678293462628527 agents 

Final Total EALT for  4  agents :  0.6594264754203751 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.6377059016815005 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  4  agents :  0.47334896474333116 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.7520144305020287 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  4  agents :  0.46322308902524395 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.7224197718749403 agents 

Final Total CALT for  4  agents :  0.46644572649661376 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.731873278392331 agents 
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Final Total AALT for  4  agents :  0.3998748647669286 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.799749729533857 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  4  agents :  0.6836333761965998 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.7345335047863992 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  4  agents :  0.6834726389484213 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.733890555793685 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  4  agents :  0.4938423346192313 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.8109566598438405 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  4  agents :  0.49363748392627516 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.8103735930361586 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  4  agents :  0.4937013620993475 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.8105554216938917 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  4  agents :  0.4223746249464208 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.8694984997856832 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  4  agents :  0.5031207392117605 

 

 

Final Efficiency for  5  agents :  0.9405788571428572 

Final (simple) Fairness for  5  agents : 0.9761581409385846  Count of Measured Episodes: 69998 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  5  agents : 0.9810924369747899 

Final Reward Fairness for  5  agents : 0.982325961524263 

Final Total FALT for  5  agents :  0.655623705906426 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.2781185295321302 agents 

Final Total EALT for  5  agents :  0.6444316818102176 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.222158409051088 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  5  agents :  0.44965976900188875 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.352833758099601 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  5  agents :  0.438793005314618 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.312072631666328 agents 
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Final Total CALT for  5  agents :  0.44338144332092594 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.3293446893571437 agents 

Final Total AALT for  5  agents :  0.3844012796482209 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.4610031991205528 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  5  agents :  0.6720626756203574 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.360313378101787 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  5  agents :  0.6718731247321351 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.3593656236606755 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  5  agents :  0.47276928450095884 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.4379110076602952 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  5  agents :  0.47253996285183436 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.437077109313523 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  5  agents :  0.4726230334492224 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.4373792070455087 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  5  agents :  0.4095823212839736 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.5079116064198677 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  5  agents :  0.5503089284536249 

 

 

Final Efficiency for  6  agents :  0.928773809523812 

Final (simple) Fairness for  6  agents : 0.9787545787545787  Count of Measured Episodes: 69995 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  6  agents : 0.9821912504839334 

Final Reward Fairness for  6  agents : 0.971377507719522.56 

Final Total FALT for  6  agents :  0.6450141944056236 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.8700851664337415 agents 

Final Total EALT for  6  agents :  0.6326900334150183 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.7961402004901097 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  6  agents :  0.4330052740357469 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.948188172211477 agents 
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Final Total EEALT for  6  agents :  0.4216851798941765 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.8962374740696095 agents 

Final Total CALT for  6  agents :  0.4273388711926015 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.9222696657884244 agents 

Final Total AALT for  6  agents :  0.37291706534003555 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 4.118751196020106 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  6  agents :  0.6694867974336433 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.016920784601859 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  6  agents :  0.6693099014144849 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.01585940848691 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  6  agents :  0.46461909524485073 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.089778405493596 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  6  agents :  0.46439769173369144 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.088803844603532 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  6  agents :  0.4644843821225678 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.089185459635066 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  6  agents :  0.407650072459332 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.245900434755992 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  6  agents :  0.6019251869089278 

 

 

Process finished with exit code 0 
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9.3.2 Type-B EFCA 2-6 Agents 

Final Efficiency for  2  agents :  0.9768571428571429 

Final (simple) Fairness for  2  agents : 0.9861163553980656  Count of Measured Episodes: 70000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  2  agents : 0.9867402701878 

Final Reward Fairness for  2  agents : 0.9861163553980655 

Final Total FALT for  2  agents :  0.7454273156283148 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.4908546312566295 agents 

Final Total EALT for  2  agents :  0.7373462478035401 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.4746924956070802 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  2  agents :  0.615813956072391 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.5694762889069773 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  2  agents :  0.6071193874198203 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.5583573232245707 agents 

Final Total CALT for  2  agents :  0.6059558787347809 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.5568633564753505 agents 

Final Total AALT for  2  agents :  0.49085463125663537 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.4908546312566353 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  2  agents :  0.7474162975663192 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.4948325951326384 agents 
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Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  2  agents :  0.7471781683097586 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.4943563366195172 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  2  agents :  0.6210450699306249 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.576128255207735 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  2  agents :  0.6207672524646378 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.575775684226901 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  2  agents :  0.6207275642552111 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.5757253100608906 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  2  agents :  0.4948325951326381 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 0.9896651902652762 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  2  agents :  0.41814143332428855 

 

Final Efficiency for  3  agents :  0.9689380952380996 

Final (simple) Fairness for  3  agents : 0.995906744972415  Count of Measured Episodes: 70000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  3  agents : 0.9949546741047623 

Final Reward Fairness for  3  agents : 0.9957891331202575 

Final Total FALT for  3  agents :  0.695085777960757 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.085257333882271 agents 

Final Total EALT for  3  agents :  0.6858481670902591 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.0575445012707774 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  3  agents :  0.5175800738786666 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.1582911432306817 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  3  agents :  0.5077996937481624 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.1378019641260706 agents 

Final Total CALT for  3  agents :  0.5096990562707062 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.1417963249950476 agents 

Final Total AALT for  3  agents :  0.43030212427811204 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.1454531864171678 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  3  agents :  0.7031718816973865 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.1095156450921597 agents 
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Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  3  agents :  0.7029416900827112 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.108825070248134 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  3  agents :  0.5313020907748354 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.186714158491563 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  3  agents :  0.5309947276418302 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.186081549885979 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  3  agents :  0.5310580082868609 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.186211807151312 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  3  agents :  0.44542077439636346 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.3362623231890904 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  3  agents :  0.4658707665742907 

 

Final Efficiency for  4  agents :  0.9533660714285714 

Final (simple) Fairness for  4  agents : 0.9717356451517131  Count of Measured Episodes: 70000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  4  agents : 0.9726920833554271 

Final Reward Fairness for  4  agents : 0.9717990753191253 

Final Total FALT for  4  agents :  0.6703473840901206 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.6813895363604825 agents 

Final Total EALT for  4  agents :  0.6598452433675729 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.6393809734702915 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  4  agents :  0.4741656667511988 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.7543875286186212 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  4  agents :  0.46363912248024913 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.723642037708299 agents 

Final Total CALT for  4  agents :  0.46712051163230833 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.7338486006643654 agents 

Final Total AALT for  4  agents :  0.4012459099205656 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.8024918198411313 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  4  agents :  0.6832261751678811 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.7329047006715244 agents 
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Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  4  agents :  0.682874339191313 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.731497356765252 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  4  agents :  0.4922881840262895 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.806530052225923 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  4  agents :  0.4918487239248464 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.8052770936982467 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  4  agents :  0.49198575987045734 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.8056678603813885 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  4  agents :  0.42129589941420204 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.6851835976568081 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  4  agents :  0.5046669636873777 

 

Final Efficiency for  5  agents :  0.9413948571428571 

Final (simple) Fairness for  5  agents : 0.9735812133072407  Count of Measured Episodes: 69999 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  5  agents : 0.978713619341699 

Final Reward Fairness for  5  agents : 0.9738146551724137 

Final Total FALT for  5  agents :  0.6569207580258454 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.2846037901292267 agents 

Final Total EALT for  5  agents :  0.64542545288285 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 

3.22712726441425 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  5  agents :  0.4515307749901904 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.3598019821311054 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  5  agents :  0.4405048059889392 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.3185268018000635 agents 

Final Total CALT for  5  agents :  0.4454456371936465 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.337085690736212 agents 

Final Total AALT for  5  agents :  0.38661576932734837 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.466539423318371 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  5  agents :  0.6737486307568044 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.368743153784022 agents 
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Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  5  agents :  0.6736219459923142 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.3681097299615708 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  5  agents :  0.47456731914082795 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.444442329690365 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  5  agents :  0.47440582940419884 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.443856228002175 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  5  agents :  0.4744643282373661 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.444068550811272 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  5  agents :  0.4110110968233366 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.055055484116683 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  5  agents :  0.5457240343788614 

 

Final Efficiency for  6  agents :  0.9296027777777801 

Final (simple) Fairness for  6  agents : 0.9833777206355038  Count of Measured Episodes: 69998 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  6  agents : 0.9779759596742924 

Final Reward Fairness for  6  agents : 0.9832009339864473 

Final Total FALT for  6  agents :  0.6459237364784417 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.8755424188706504 agents 

Final Total EALT for  6  agents :  0.633499218198056 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.8009953091883357 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  6  agents :  0.4341784526277771 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.953533137900579 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  6  agents :  0.4227441730850468 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.9011267871208783 agents 

Final Total CALT for  6  agents :  0.4285583148452811 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.9278619250955358 agents 

Final Total AALT for  6  agents :  0.3740201171799799 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 4.12206035153994 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  6  agents :  0.6642241408636574 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.9853448451819453 agents 
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Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  6  agents :  0.6640948706958107 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.9845692241748645 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  6  agents :  0.45752519229337857 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.058436509289978 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  6  agents :  0.4573673664138509 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.057736458701841 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  6  agents :  0.4574291630258345 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.058010576139613 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  6  agents :  0.3983902462256525 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.390341477353915 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  6  agents :  0.6054149446885366 

 

9.3.3 type-A EFCB 2-6 Agents 

 

Final Efficiency for  2  agents :  0.9766571428571429 

Final (simple) Fairness for  2  agents : 0.9894078277317038  Count of Measured 

Episodes: 70000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  2  agents : 0.9898886080168894 

Final Reward Fairness for  2  agents : 0,963416667 

Final Total FALT for  2  agents :  0.7460701819549764 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect 

Alternation among: 1.4921403639099529 agents 

Final Total EALT for  2  agents :  0.7378891127016101 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.4757782254032201 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  2  agents :  0.6167782555623839 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.5707046251282724 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  2  agents :  0.6080336861955171 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.559530295296847 agents 
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Final Total CALT for  2  agents :  0.6068701775104776 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.5580374532838777 agents 

Final Total AALT for  2  agents :  0.4921403639099589 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.4921403639099589 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  2  agents :  0.7538219745677956 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 1.5076439491355913 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  2  agents :  0.7536790970138592 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 1.5073581940277183 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  2  agents :  0.6306853360003809 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 1.588313993240938 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  2  agents :  0.6305186455207887 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 1.5881040832410576 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  2  agents :  0.6304948325951327 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 1.5880740933888553 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  2  agents :  0.507643949135591 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 1.615287898271182 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  2  agents :  0.41907582222325374 

Last 10% episodes' Final Total Rotation for  2  agents :  0.42217420717133114 

 

 

Final Efficiency for  3  agents :  0.9790214285714286 

Final (simple) Fairness for  3  agents : 0.9944847217897967  Count of Measured 

Episodes: 70000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  3  agents : 0.9934873433275989 

Final Reward Fairness for  3  agents : 0,972783333 
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Final Total FALT for  3  agents :  0.6976172788607765 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect 

Alternation among: 2.0928518365823296 agents 

Final Total EALT for  3  agents :  0.6880101336226307 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.0640304008678925 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  3  agents :  0.5210946405647049 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.1656065568577585 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  3  agents :  0.5110967897145776 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.144731009125114 agents 

Final Total CALT for  3  agents :  0.513282207257565 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect 

Alternation among: 2.149311484316218 agents 

Final Total AALT for  3  agents :  0.43412284568647436 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.1511842685297116 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  3  agents :  0.7057674905938938 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 2.1173024717816813 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  3  agents :  0.705545236621104 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 2.116635709863312 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  3  agents :  0.5334988331666046 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 2.1912301322460226 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  3  agents :  0.5332102116880513 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 2.190637327162421 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  3  agents :  0.5332696337571653 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 2.190759387733424 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  3  agents :  0.44740915368864426 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 2.2422274610659328 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  3  agents :  0.47125888591414106 

Last 10% episodes' Final Total Rotation for  3  agents :  0.45735047299654247 
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Final Efficiency for  4  agents :  0.972080952380953 

Final (simple) Fairness for  4  agents : 0.9729745889387145  Count of Measured 

Episodes: 70000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  4  agents : 0.9774259120573446 

Final Reward Fairness for  4  agents : 0,9394875 

Final Total FALT for  4  agents :  0.6710583597264502 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect 

Alternation among: 2.684233438905801 agents 

Final Total EALT for  4  agents :  0.6603997314170608 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.641598925668243 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  4  agents :  0.4754682632145345 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.7581682691980993 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  4  agents :  0.46488923185993686 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.727311441628036 agents 

Final Total CALT for  4  agents :  0.46854719682497625 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.7380202947411965 agents 

Final Total AALT for  4  agents :  0.4022555841962367 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.8045111683924735 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  4  agents :  0.6850478639805688 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 2.7401914559222753 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  4  agents :  0.68495499357051 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 2.73981997428204 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  4  agents :  0.4953661237319617 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 2.81529003289369 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  4  agents :  0.49524708886983854 

Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 2.81495176006937 agents 
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Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  4  agents :  0.4952842072677047 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 2.815057246501807 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  4  agents :  0.4242034576368053 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 2.9068138305472211 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  4  agents :  0.5041349782777429 

Last 10% episodes' Final Total Rotation for  4  agents :  0.4669691340247986 

 

Final Efficiency for  5  agents :  0.9656071428571434 

Final (simple) Fairness for  5  agents : 0.9654501944361352  Count of Measured 

Episodes: 70000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  5  agents : 0.9723980424143557 

Final Reward Fairness for  5  agents : 0,9207 

Final Total FALT for  5  agents :  0.6568327721892081 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect 

Alternation among: 3.2841638609460406 agents 

Final Total EALT for  5  agents :  0.6451660094860797 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.2258300474303985 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  5  agents :  0.45143532614877424 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.359446850018335 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  5  agents :  0.44017514143667863 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.3172848114781766 agents 

Final Total CALT for  5  agents :  0.4452505944851364 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.3363550230166696 agents 

Final Total AALT for  5  agents :  0.3867945064092646 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.4669862660231616 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  5  agents :  0.6713530504358076 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 3.3567652521790383 agents 
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Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  5  agents :  0.6711301614516668 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 3.355650807258334 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  5  agents :  0.4713143147433749 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 3.432616764608762 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  5  agents :  0.47102431775967885 

Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 3.431560567451039 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  5  agents :  0.47112936768744634 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 3.4319432059725443 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  5  agents :  0.4097918750297476 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 3.4895937514873803 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  5  agents :  0.5488542877332666 

Last 10% episodes' Final Total Rotation for  5  agents :  0.4697219038004971 

 

Final Efficiency for  6  agents :  0.9594742857142863 

Final (simple) Fairness for  6  agents : 0.9757836059581467  Count of Measured 

Episodes: 69998 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  6  agents : 0.9762347112556123 

Final Reward Fairness for  6  agents : 0.9644047925005106 

Final Total FALT for  6  agents :  0.6446892980851704 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect 

Alternation among: 3.8681357885110224 agents 

Final Total EALT for  6  agents :  0.6323796937875903 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.7942781627255417 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  6  agents :  0.43262502242092166 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.946454204100845 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  6  agents :  0.421237176112597 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.894167217546964 agents 
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Final Total CALT for  6  agents :  0.42699329029039457 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.9206834121996432 agents 

Final Total AALT for  6  agents :  0.37267933878739845 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.1180380163621955 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  6  agents :  0.658804999353644 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 3.952829996121864 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  6  agents :  0.6585742407645492 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 3.9514454445872946 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  6  agents :  0.45137198090166547 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 4.0310533722547905 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  6  agents :  0.45108747898725376 

Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 4.029782775914102 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  6  agents :  0.4511988755114885 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 4.030280323472439 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  6  agents :  0.3932160376652448 Estimated 

Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 4.1592962259914687 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  6  agents :  0.6064533374034544 

Last 10% episodes' Final Total Rotation for  6  agents :  0.47244740935510005 

 

Process finished with exit code 0 
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9.3.4 type-B FCB 2-6 Agents 

Final Efficiency for  3  agents :  0.9790285714285715 

Final (simple) Fairness for  3  agents : 0.9813104758538418  Count of Measured Episodes: 70000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  3  agents : 0.9804991246997516 

Final Reward Fairness for  3  agents : 0.9810570347974036 

Final Total FALT for  3  agents :  0.6963565625682006 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.0890696877046016 agents 

Final Total EALT for  3  agents :  0.6869656593360626 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.060896978008188 agents 
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Final Total EFALT for  3  agents :  0.5189749778001252 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.161197537069289 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  3  agents :  0.5090596944748187 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.1404525793287257 agents 

Final Total CALT for  3  agents :  0.5110668109511333 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.1446681071612232 agents 

Final Total AALT for  3  agents :  0.5466132365686645 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.064904461852499 agents with average error: 0.003116433956101356 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  3  agents :  0.699516597609182 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.0985497928275456 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  3  agents :  0.6993380006667613 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.098014002000284 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  3  agents :  0.5250561588163022 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.173822767235311 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  3  agents :  0.5248368814592194 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.173368796853837 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  3  agents :  0.5248820267974423 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.173462268449736 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  3  agents :  0.5493641948849836 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.068928959587499 agents, with average error 0.003116433956101356 

Final Total Rotation for  3  agents :  0.4673863540276009 

 

 

Final Efficiency for  4  agents :  0.9718571428571433 

Final (simple) Fairness for  4  agents : 0.9779402949286656  Count of Measured Episodes: 70000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  4  agents : 0.9822098381738291 

Final Reward Fairness for  4  agents : 0.9791346347223033 

Final Total FALT for  4  agents :  0.6705344911607375 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.68213796464295 agents 
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Final Total EALT for  4  agents :  0.6598961384059316 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.6395845536237266 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  4  agents :  0.474413157863961 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.755106262127057 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  4  agents :  0.4636260080789177 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.7236035172452384 agents 

Final Total CALT for  4  agents :  0.46735618919745253 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.7345381716833086 agents 

Final Total AALT for  4  agents :  0.5441411774790778 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.7484013218950003 agents with average error: 0.003116433956101356 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  4  agents :  0.6801900271467352 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.7207601085869406 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  4  agents :  0.6798917702528933 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.719567081011573 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  4  agents :  0.48846942420345757 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.795623504142886 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  4  agents :  0.4880825609015574 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.794516230779349 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  4  agents :  0.4882031956946227 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.794861555788064 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  4  agents :  0.556103252845613 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.7718035162775183 agents, with average error 0.003116433956101356 

Final Total Rotation for  4  agents :  0.5062866983109686 

 

 

Final Efficiency for  5  agents :  0.9655059523809529 

Final (simple) Fairness for  5  agents : 0.9858344064843573  Count of Measured Episodes: 70000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  5  agents : 0.9866429793393867 

Final Reward Fairness for  5  agents : 0.9862828479304039 
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Final Total FALT for  5  agents :  0.6560870401265166 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.280435200632583 agents 

Final Total EALT for  5  agents :  0.64469626835802 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 

3.2234813417901 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  5  agents :  0.4504673611496104 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.355843264089274 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  5  agents :  0.43952523001317084 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.3148349483625723 agents 

Final Total CALT for  5  agents :  0.4441917506909698 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.3323855936522695 agents 

Final Total AALT for  5  agents :  0.5440444215859882 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.435267003685633 agents with average error: 0.003116433956101356 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  5  agents :  0.6704052959946942 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.352026479973471 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  5  agents :  0.6702957565366765 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.3514787826833823 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  5  agents :  0.4697675858455945 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.4269796658648097 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  5  agents :  0.4696266323760513 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.4264654957425638 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  5  agents :  0.4696776920512434 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.426651759101258 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  5  agents :  0.5622398437872138 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.4799496636449243 agents, with average error 0.003116433956101356 

Final Total Rotation for  5  agents :  0.5474795898986269 

 

 

Final Efficiency for  6  agents :  0.9596911904761907 

Final (simple) Fairness for  6  agents : 0.9848847926267281  Count of Measured Episodes: 69998 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  6  agents : 0.9895230648944487 
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Final Reward Fairness for  6  agents : 0.9863121951301393 

Final Total FALT for  6  agents :  0.6453106126535091 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.8718636759210545 agents 

Final Total EALT for  6  agents :  0.6329646562055444 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.7977879372332666 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  6  agents :  0.43337704187922976 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.9498827179484506 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  6  agents :  0.42207588240467403 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.8980420398853486 agents 

Final Total CALT for  6  agents :  0.42776550608888414 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.9242270815301143 agents 

Final Total AALT for  6  agents :  0.5421191989903895 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 4.116725444695959 agents with average error: 0.003116433956101356 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  6  agents :  0.6666496574340517 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.9998979446043097 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  6  agents :  0.6664801320823572 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.998880792494143 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  6  agents :  0.4610066582235612 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.073848263417654 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  6  agents :  0.4607857339407811 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.072872008690624 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  6  agents :  0.46087223668812305 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.073254287149266 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  6  agents :  0.5712077915892971 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.2028663702216935 agents, with average error 0.003116433956101356 

Final Total Rotation for  6  agents :  0.6022454479551519 

 

Process finished with exit code 0 
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9.3.5 type-B FCB 2-6 Agents 

Final Efficiency for  2  agents :  0.9769714285714286 

Final (simple) Fairness for  2  agents : 0.9865218149073375  Count of Measured Episodes: 70000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  2  agents : 0.9871247017037571 

Final Reward Fairness for  2  agents : 0.9865218149073375 

Final Total FALT for  2  agents :  0.74573208188688 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation among: 

1.49146416377376 agents 

Final Total EALT for  2  agents :  0.737667680966871 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.475335361933742 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  2  agents :  0.616298089972716 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.57009310457743 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  2  agents :  0.6076658237974828 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.559058463418625 agents 

Final Total CALT for  2  agents :  0.6065158073686824 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.5575824938889622 agents 
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Final Total AALT for  2  agents :  0.49836426234660497 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.3311650877164798 agents with average error: 0.003116433956101356 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  2  agents :  0.7490593894365861 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.4981187788731722 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  2  agents :  0.748964137733962 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.497928275467924 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  2  agents :  0.6235573335873378 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.5793129301966282 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  2  agents :  0.623446206600943 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.5791721956585012 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  2  agents :  0.6234303313171723 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.5791520892571058 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  2  agents :  0.49821403057579655 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.3310282818510275 agents, with average error 0.003116433956101356 

Final Total Rotation for  2  agents :  0.4185015742143846 

 

 

Final Efficiency for  3  agents :  0.9975142857142857 

Final (simple) Fairness for  3  agents : 0.9918612408272182  Count of Measured Episodes: 70000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  3  agents : 0.9931635827738661 

Final Reward Fairness for  3  agents : 0.9925116070091359 

Final Total FALT for  3  agents :  0.6968145688513697 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.090443706554109 agents 

Final Total EALT for  3  agents :  0.6868894666829366 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.06066840004881 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  3  agents :  0.5198425940614609 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.163003314972536 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  3  agents :  0.5093711672188334 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.1411073067573234 agents 
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Final Total CALT for  3  agents :  0.5116799333644423 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.1459541914004308 agents 

Final Total AALT for  3  agents :  0.5471108698343761 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.065631339699271 agents with average error: 0.003116433956101356 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  3  agents :  0.704148211649284 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.1124446349478516 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  3  agents :  0.7040053340953476 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.1120160022860426 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  3  agents :  0.5315779238303501 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.1872817167538754 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  3  agents :  0.5314092489402864 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.1869346662477165 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  3  agents :  0.5314439761235348 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.1870061216774523 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  3  agents :  0.5561508786969567 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.0789230982137203 agents, with average error 0.003116433956101356 

Final Total Rotation for  3  agents :  0.4705143791416025 

 

Final Efficiency for  4  agents :  0.9996571428571426 

Final (simple) Fairness for  4  agents : 0.9874827813379649  Count of Measured Episodes: 70000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  4  agents : 0.9872000856898029 

Final Reward Fairness for  4  agents : 0.9873424906345785 

Final Total FALT for  4  agents :  0.6715165044900653 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.686066017960261 agents 

Final Total EALT for  4  agents :  0.6613953097989914 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.6455812391959657 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  4  agents :  0.4758355610649214 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.7592334020184066 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  4  agents :  0.4655865273690301 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.72935604635493 agents 
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Final Total CALT for  4  agents :  0.46892558886078556 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.739125664693325 agents 

Final Total AALT for  4  agents :  0.5461460253058812 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.752296633055148 agents with average error: 0.003116433956101356 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  4  agents :  0.6821617373910562 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.728646949564225 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  4  agents :  0.6819545649378482 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.727818259751393 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  4  agents :  0.49169559937133855 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.8048403839743408 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  4  agents :  0.49142846299471354 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.804078350822194 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  4  agents :  0.49151176358527365 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.804315995429445 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  4  agents :  0.5603538600752179 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.7802127455638335 agents, with average error 0.003116433956101356 

Final Total Rotation for  4  agents :  0.504554974265561 

 

Final Efficiency for  5  agents :  0.9999714285714288 

Final (simple) Fairness for  5  agents : 0.9883023167489555  Count of Measured Episodes: 70000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  5  agents : 0.9853436324024559 

Final Reward Fairness for  5  agents : 0.987491111637829 

Final Total FALT for  5  agents :  0.6551980698548232 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.275990349274116 agents 

Final Total EALT for  5  agents :  0.6442356706095719 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.2211783530478595 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  5  agents :  0.44926091186851447 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.3513464131784194 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  5  agents :  0.43881652665869597 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.3121614017186287 agents 
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Final Total CALT for  5  agents :  0.4431450564844445 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.3284570584047755 agents 

Final Total AALT for  5  agents :  0.542394565403731 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.4312706551317445 agents with average error: 0.003116433956101356 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  5  agents :  0.6719102728961575 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.3595513644807875 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  5  agents :  0.6717645377911426 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.3588226889557133 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  5  agents :  0.471573240621675 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.433559523239244 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  5  agents :  0.47138436919559823 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.4328718609901103 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  5  agents :  0.4714527869060653 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.4331209779847005 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  5  agents :  0.5662142210792082 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.4898598114181425 agents, with average error 0.003116433956101356 

Final Total Rotation for  5  agents :  0.547242405963767 

 

Final Efficiency for  6  agents :  1.0000000000000002 

Final (simple) Fairness for  6  agents : 0.9848303760228004  Count of Measured Episodes: 69999 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  6  agents : 0.9847280660744896 

Final Reward Fairness for  6  agents : 0.9855742815890012 

Final Total FALT for  6  agents :  0.6469021485986733 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.8814128915920403 agents 

Final Total EALT for  6  agents :  0.634801692184289 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.8088101531057337 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  6  agents :  0.43547394046345866 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.959426957848096 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  6  agents :  0.4243986563417932 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.9087532035673656 agents 
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Final Total CALT for  6  agents :  0.4298862424781769 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.9339426403228366 agents 

Final Total AALT for  6  agents :  0.5429628306783663 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 4.119175323536038 agents with average error: 0.003116433956101356 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  6  agents :  0.6671939528776196 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.003163717265718 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  6  agents :  0.6670952993284736 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.002571795970842 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  6  agents :  0.4619353623241471 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.077949609908468 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  6  agents :  0.46181619420053616 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.077423569915828 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  6  agents :  0.46186285439541475 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.077629547323657 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  6  agents :  0.5693146639996429 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.197154359086506 agents, with average error 0.003116433956101356 

Final Total Rotation for  6  agents :  0.604609810626977 

Last 10% episodes' Final Total Rotation for  6  agents :  0.4766290902032362 
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9.3.6 type-A EFCA 2-10 Agents 

Final Efficiency for  2  agents :  0.9801 

Final (simple) Fairness for  2  agents : 0.9736206202174789  Count of Measured Episodes: 9999 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  2  agents : 0.9746369796708616 

Final Reward Fairness for  2  agents : 0.973620620217479 

Final Total FALT for  2  agents :  0.7472080541387475 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.494416108277495 agents 

Final Total EALT for  2  agents :  0.7403240324032403 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.4806480648064806 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  2  agents :  0.6187841006322852 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.5732566223204414 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  2  agents :  0.6112861286128612 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.5636957861463279 agents 

Final Total CALT for  2  agents :  0.610272138324943 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.5623983323984312 agents 
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Final Total AALT for  2  agents :  0.4944161082774946 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.4944161082774947 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  2  agents :  0.7487487487487487 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.4974974974974975 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  2  agents :  0.7487487487487487 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.4974974974974975 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  2  agents :  0.6231231231231231 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.57876296182493 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  2  agents :  0.6231231231231231 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.57876296182493 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  2  agents :  0.6231231231231231 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.5787629613814531 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  2  agents :  0.4974974974974975 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.4974974974974975 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  2  agents :  0.41958799942001185 

 

Final Efficiency for  3  agents :  0.9709444444444438 

Final (simple) Fairness for  3  agents : 0.9650199447683339  Count of Measured Episodes: 10000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  3  agents : 0.9700427960057061 

Final Reward Fairness for  3  agents : 0.9655884144278271 

Final Total FALT for  3  agents :  0.698093904495233 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.094281713485699 agents 

Final Total EALT for  3  agents :  0.6893489809073385 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.068046942722016 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  3  agents :  0.522068806051421 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.1676298688846884 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  3  agents :  0.5129457990363125 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.148607033728922 agents 

Final Total CALT for  3  agents :  0.5148768653957169 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.1526476209178873 agents 
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Final Total AALT for  3  agents :  0.4353770754151082 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.1530656131226626 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  3  agents :  0.7057057057057029 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.1171171171171084 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  3  agents :  0.7057057057057029 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.1171171171171084 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  3  agents :  0.5321988655322036 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.188558837171051 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  3  agents :  0.5321988655322036 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.188558837171051 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  3  agents :  0.5321988655322036 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.1885588365237947 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  3  agents :  0.4454454454454415 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.168168168168162 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  3  agents :  0.4651237490460159 

 

Final Efficiency for  4  agents :  0.9557875 

Final (simple) Fairness for  4  agents : 0.9704658901830283  Count of Measured Episodes: 9999 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  4  agents : 0.9707974541370273 

Final Reward Fairness for  4  agents : 0.9706110221579465 

Final Total FALT for  4  agents :  0.6719055002214936 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.6876220008859746 agents 

Final Total EALT for  4  agents :  0.6612546263879163 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.6450185055516653 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  4  agents :  0.47652538878632633 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.761232733825645 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  4  agents :  0.465902661423427 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.7302825078444966 agents 

Final Total CALT for  4  agents :  0.47007153484543773 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.742470518112824 agents 
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Final Total AALT for  4  agents :  0.40329626665777557 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.806592533315551 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  4  agents :  0.6924424424424425 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.76976976976977 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  4  agents :  0.6924424424424425 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.76976976976977 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  4  agents :  0.5063188188188188 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.84624332947897 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  4  agents :  0.5063188188188188 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.84624332947897 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  4  agents :  0.5063188188188188 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.846243328623145 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  4  agents :  0.4366866866866867 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.8733733733733735 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  4  agents :  0.5054506411696007 

 

Final Efficiency for  5  agents :  0.94526 

Final (simple) Fairness for  5  agents : 0.9533437013996889  Count of Measured Episodes: 10000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  5  agents : 0.9537205081669692 

Final Reward Fairness for  5  agents : 0.9533598630899607 

Final Total FALT for  5  agents :  0.6585957168415969 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.2929785842079844 agents 

Final Total EALT for  5  agents :  0.6475470188076021 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.2377350940380105 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  5  agents :  0.45336656567072037 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.3666250349746734 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  5  agents :  0.4428837134853883 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.327475442680359 agents 

Final Total CALT for  5  agents :  0.44772231654226224 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.3456027694534036 agents 
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Final Total AALT for  5  agents :  0.3889190138814682 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.4722975347036704 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  5  agents :  0.6761761761761792 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.3808808808808966 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  5  agents :  0.6760360360360391 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.380180180180196 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  5  agents :  0.47788566344122085 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.456463737698578 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  5  agents :  0.4776872872872892 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.4557462531528205 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  5  agents :  0.4777591480369277 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.456006174415161 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  5  agents :  0.4201534868201521 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.5503837170503805 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  5  agents :  0.5443978130325539 

 

Final Efficiency for  6  agents :  0.9319444444444441 

Final (simple) Fairness for  6  agents : 0.9601769911504425  Count of Measured Episodes: 10000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  6  agents : 0.9728997289972899 

Final Reward Fairness for  6  agents : 0.9607445599930089 

Final Total FALT for  6  agents :  0.6454753336819581 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.8728520020917485 agents 

Final Total EALT for  6  agents :  0.6338919459730051 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.803351675838031 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  6  agents :  0.4332746342965906 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.9494160090543855 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  6  agents :  0.42275806112928144 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.90119086674623 agents 

Final Total CALT for  6  agents :  0.4278062241423873 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.924413846339216 agents 
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Final Total AALT for  6  agents :  0.3726252681230191 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 4.117875804369057 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  6  agents :  0.6674770008103332 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.004862004862 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  6  agents :  0.6673618062506942 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.004170837504166 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  6  agents :  0.462784780245104 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.081697204116108 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  6  agents :  0.46262697883068876 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.081001251552567 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  6  agents :  0.4626887658633753 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.081273764160399 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  6  agents :  0.4008055674722343 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.202416702416702 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  6  agents :  0.6066722198922856 

 

Final Efficiency for  7  agents :  0.925040816326531 

Final (simple) Fairness for  7  agents : 0.9151559100797679  Count of Measured Episodes: 10000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  7  agents : 0.913647342995169 

Final Reward Fairness for  7  agents : 0.9151190897299847 

Final Total FALT for  7  agents :  0.6404850536123177 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 4.483395375286223 agents 

Final Total EALT for  7  agents :  0.6276398492155928 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 4.39347894450915 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  7  agents :  0.42520311979571773 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 4.564532050511729 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  7  agents :  0.4138840238753973 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 4.503367311290285 agents 

Final Total CALT for  7  agents :  0.4204396233295323 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 4.538892100530216 agents 
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Final Total AALT for  7  agents :  0.36847625198375267 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 4.789666881943135 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  7  agents :  0.6650757900757845 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.655530530530492 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  7  agents :  0.6649710935425166 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.654797654797616 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  7  agents :  0.4549974081224061 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.721744695266485 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  7  agents :  0.45484259769973856 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.72094135279935 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  7  agents :  0.4549061710520023 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.721271262799161 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  7  agents :  0.4004897754897766 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.901714214214218 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  7  agents :  0.6657155357384096 

 

Final Efficiency for  8  agents :  0.917159375 

Final (simple) Fairness for  8  agents : 0.9277310924369748  Count of Measured Episodes: 9997 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  8  agents : 0.9317073170731708 

Final Reward Fairness for  8  agents : 0.9278057718735685 

Final Total FALT for  8  agents :  0.630130666827351 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 5.041045334618808 agents 

Final Total EALT for  8  agents :  0.617255516361453 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 4.938044130891624 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  8  agents :  0.41083823995538676 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 5.127733155960942 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  8  agents :  0.40003224425066297 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 5.059848178955428 agents 

Final Total CALT for  8  agents :  0.4063901194922086 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 5.09989878256655 agents 
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Final Total AALT for  8  agents :  0.35634885388203 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 5.42539541552812 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  8  agents :  0.6561839617395173 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 5.2494716939161385 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  8  agents :  0.6560153903903904 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 5.248123123123123 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  8  agents :  0.44176777085727703 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 5.317249034533208 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  8  agents :  0.44153748475037535 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 5.315862957640225 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  8  agents :  0.441635142638229 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 5.316450796483532 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  8  agents :  0.3883466800133467 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 5.553386720053387 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  8  agents :  0.7592351463502028 

 

Final Efficiency for  9  agents :  0.9087975308641975 

Final (simple) Fairness for  9  agents : 0.9194956353055286  Count of Measured Episodes: 9990 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  9  agents : 0.9338461538461539 

Final Reward Fairness for  9  agents : 0.9200047744091666 

Final Total FALT for  9  agents :  0.6235384038740704 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 5.611845634866634 agents 

Final Total EALT for  9  agents :  0.6095839634670853 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 5.486255671203768 agents 

Final Total EFALT for  9  agents :  0.4018261911858318 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 5.705078565445992 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  9  agents :  0.3907492706556333 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 5.62589467334257 agents 

Final Total CALT for  9  agents :  0.39774602405105003 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 5.676039805989105 agents 
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Final Total AALT for  9  agents :  0.3484618304658287 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 6.068078237096229 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  9  agents :  0.6495717940162361 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 5.846146146146125 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  9  agents :  0.6493530567604616 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 5.844177510844155 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  9  agents :  0.43123184913309043 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 5.910142107441347 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  9  agents :  0.4309407715900694 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 5.908147124876033 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  9  agents :  0.43106710105167556 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 5.909013040550254 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  9  agents :  0.37975753531309114 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 6.20890890890891 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  9  agents :  0.8751792091327215 
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9.3.7 type-B EFCA 2-10 Agents 

Final Efficiency for  2  agents :  0.9803 

Final (simple) Fairness for  2  agents : 0.9989804241435563  Count of Measured Episodes: 9999 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  2  agents : 0.999019800039208 

Final Reward Fairness for  2  agents : 0.9989804241435563 

Final Total FALT for  2  agents :  0.7491415808247501 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.4982831616495003 agents 

Final Total EALT for  2  agents :  0.7423742374237424 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.4847484748474848 agents 
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Final Total EFALT for  2  agents :  0.6216732784389543 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.5769252077686824 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  2  agents :  0.6142114211421142 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.5674328316464405 agents 

Final Total CALT for  2  agents :  0.6131918747430294 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.5661313785068178 agents 

Final Total AALT for  2  agents :  0.49828316164949854 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 1.4982831616494985 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  2  agents :  0.7422422422422422 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.4844844844844844 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  2  agents :  0.7422422422422422 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.4844844844844844 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  2  agents :  0.6133633633633634 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.5663503601077895 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  2  agents :  0.6133633633633634 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.5663503601077895 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  2  agents :  0.6133633633633634 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.566350359665554 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  2  agents :  0.4844844844844845 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 1.4844844844844844 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  2  agents :  0.42227254490755395 

 

Final Efficiency for  3  agents :  0.9687444444444441 

Final (simple) Fairness for  3  agents : 0.9496644295302014  Count of Measured Episodes: 10000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  3  agents : 0.9539808018068887 

Final Reward Fairness for  3  agents : 0.9501261140070622 

Final Total FALT for  3  agents :  0.6966774307242881 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.0900322921728645 agents 

Final Total EALT for  3  agents :  0.6870929741504318 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.0612789224512955 agents 
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Final Total EFALT for  3  agents :  0.5197053549031407 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.16271777820361 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  3  agents :  0.5099192678041398 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.1422589489402686 agents 

Final Total CALT for  3  agents :  0.5117526458806118 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.146106661895905 agents 

Final Total AALT for  3  agents :  0.4327817944541547 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.1491726916812324 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  3  agents :  0.7177177177177143 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.153153153153143 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  3  agents :  0.7177177177177143 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.153153153153143 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  3  agents :  0.5486597708819984 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.2221471445046195 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  3  agents :  0.5486597708819984 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.2221471445046195 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  3  agents :  0.5486597708819984 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.222147143854004 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  3  agents :  0.4641307974641264 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.1961961961961896 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  3  agents :  0.4691956095615031 

 

Final Efficiency for  4  agents :  0.956375 

Final (simple) Fairness for  4  agents : 0.9700623700623701  Count of Measured Episodes: 10000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  4  agents : 0.9775112443778111 

Final Reward Fairness for  4  agents : 0.9705707721300048 

Final Total FALT for  4  agents :  0.6740186341616761 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.6960745366467043 agents 

Final Total EALT for  4  agents :  0.6642867860358107 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.657147144143243 agents 
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Final Total EFALT for  4  agents :  0.47923820012594875 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.7690812902042925 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  4  agents :  0.46955336600980296 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.740958563347844 agents 

Final Total CALT for  4  agents :  0.4727012271607915 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.7501308368370982 agents 

Final Total AALT for  4  agents :  0.40777915914456897 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 2.815558318289138 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  4  agents :  0.6819819819819821 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.7279279279279285 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  4  agents :  0.6816816816816816 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.7267267267267266 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  4  agents :  0.49070070070070076 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.8020012849483185 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  4  agents :  0.4903419044044044 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.8009766975315054 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  4  agents :  0.4904537871204538 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.8012962318899133 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  4  agents :  0.41811811811811805 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 2.8362362362362363 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  4  agents :  0.5088742348796602 

 

Final Efficiency for  5  agents :  0.943872 

Final (simple) Fairness for  5  agents : 0.9732142857142857  Count of Measured Episodes: 10000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  5  agents : 0.9824642362713428 

Final Reward Fairness for  5  agents : 0.9736325268480215 

Final Total FALT for  5  agents :  0.6578261177376661 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.28913058868833 agents 

Final Total EALT for  5  agents :  0.6472308923570227 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.2361544617851132 agents 
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Final Total EFALT for  5  agents :  0.452681071257717 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.364078888165862 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  5  agents :  0.4425022809123607 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.3260422437667394 agents 

Final Total CALT for  5  agents :  0.44677946783003325 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.342078196750093 agents 

Final Total AALT for  5  agents :  0.3881356846767696 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.470339211691924 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  5  agents :  0.6744744744744778 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.3723723723723893 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  5  agents :  0.6743543543543578 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.3717717717717886 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  5  agents :  0.47398732065398896 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.442336851675053 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  5  agents :  0.4738434434434451 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.44181435730322 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  5  agents :  0.47389556222889717 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.442003636327171 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  5  agents :  0.415482148815481 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 3.5387053720387023 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  5  agents :  0.5448297002126193 

 

Final Efficiency for  6  agents :  0.931386111111111 

Final (simple) Fairness for  6  agents : 0.9569347688410387  Count of Measured Episodes: 10000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  6  agents : 0.9591178052716515 

Final Reward Fairness for  6  agents : 0.9573026626752793 

Final Total FALT for  6  agents :  0.6470948514730166 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.8825691088380996 agents 

Final Total EALT for  6  agents :  0.6353204379967937 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.8119226279807625 agents 
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Final Total EFALT for  6  agents :  0.43564960232186745 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.960225455884186 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  6  agents :  0.42523013049729763 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.912580309204892 agents 

Final Total CALT for  6  agents :  0.4302706268215615 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 3.9357010218889603 agents 

Final Total AALT for  6  agents :  0.37566780286221074 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 4.127003408586632 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  6  agents :  0.6666666666666666 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.0 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  6  agents :  0.6666666666666666 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.0 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  6  agents :  0.4609053497942451 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.073400614952792 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  6  agents :  0.4609053497942451 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.073400614952792 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  6  agents :  0.4609053497942451 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.073400613688651 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  6  agents :  0.4007340674007342 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.202202202202203 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  6  agents :  0.6078284498994981 

 

Final Efficiency for  7  agents :  0.9260795918367349 

Final (simple) Fairness for  7  agents : 0.936  Count of Measured Episodes: 10000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  7  agents : 0.933698296836983 

Final Reward Fairness for  7  agents : 0.9361362426822778 

Final Total FALT for  7  agents :  0.6350740454599799 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 4.445518318219859 agents 

Final Total EALT for  7  agents :  0.6238130633481533 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 4.366691443437073 agents 
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Final Total EFALT for  7  agents :  0.4184208665304065 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 4.527982158793739 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  7  agents :  0.40920758202528007 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 4.477853446673575 agents 

Final Total CALT for  7  agents :  0.41369918147721363 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 4.502361585861045 agents 

Final Total AALT for  7  agents :  0.3628611288490878 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 4.770013950971807 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  7  agents :  0.6480408980408944 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.536286286286261 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  7  agents :  0.6479540765255014 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.53567853567851 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  7  agents :  0.43313977242548457 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.606934861572197 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  7  agents :  0.43303361670708396 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.606370283484684 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  7  agents :  0.433077209862922 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.606602136038215 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  7  agents :  0.37846775346775396 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 4.824637137137139 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  7  agents :  0.648103047542741 

 

Final Efficiency for  8  agents :  0.915209375 

Final (simple) Fairness for  8  agents : 0.8672712283594394  Count of Measured Episodes: 10000 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  8  agents : 0.8812754409769336 

Final Reward Fairness for  8  agents : 0.8675362356052534 

Final Total FALT for  8  agents :  0.6318913517923369 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 5.055130814338695 agents 

Final Total EALT for  8  agents :  0.6187252952066447 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 4.949802361653157 agents 
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Final Total EFALT for  8  agents :  0.4131289919177763 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 5.142008891886698 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  8  agents :  0.4020446392552912 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 5.0725592036261435 agents 

Final Total CALT for  8  agents :  0.4085341281968602 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 5.113333956370969 agents 

Final Total AALT for  8  agents :  0.3591362769463295 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 5.436545107785318 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  8  agents :  0.6495523301078857 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 5.196418640863086 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  8  agents :  0.6494776026026026 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 5.1958208208208205 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  8  agents :  0.4336070252351117 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 5.267907513969986 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  8  agents :  0.4335177462618869 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 5.267365159304842 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  8  agents :  0.43355560697381684 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 5.267595161877536 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  8  agents :  0.382618729840952 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 5.530474919363808 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  8  agents :  0.7563815354264083 

 

Final Efficiency for  9  agents :  0.9088407407407407 

Final (simple) Fairness for  9  agents : 0.9215116279069767  Count of Measured Episodes: 9997 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  9  agents : 0.9211746522411128 

Final Reward Fairness for  9  agents : 0.9215064278388627 

Final Total FALT for  9  agents :  0.6270228032145829 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 5.643205228931246 agents 

Final Total EALT for  9  agents :  0.6130534056875176 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 5.517480651187659 agents 
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Final Total EFALT for  9  agents :  0.40599506864416285 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 5.734596804642928 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  9  agents :  0.3942423562382631 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 5.6509849413667315 agents 

Final Total CALT for  9  agents :  0.40181462268127444 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 5.704996438900659 agents 

Final Total AALT for  9  agents :  0.35390340797437636 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 6.092565335884694 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  9  agents :  0.6605271938605268 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 5.944744744744742 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  9  agents :  0.6601539811416348 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 5.941385830274713 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  9  agents :  0.44731719373695356 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 6.019359819970768 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  9  agents :  0.4468097117083618 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 6.015944364602043 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  9  agents :  0.44702996206083306 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 6.017426929661673 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  9  agents :  0.4010788566344118 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 6.304854854854853 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  9  agents :  0.861760502510045 

 

Final Efficiency for  10  agents :  0.896404 

Final (simple) Fairness for  10  agents : 0.8595959595959596  Count of Measured Episodes: 9999 

Final Multi-Agent Fairness for  10  agents : 0.8821656050955414 

Final Reward Fairness for  10  agents : 0.8598815304333811 

Final Total FALT for  10  agents :  0.6172269792185283 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 6.172269792185283 agents 

Final Total EALT for  10  agents :  0.6006826143529178 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 6.006826143529178 agents 
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Final Total EFALT for  10  agents :  0.39345158101438577 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 6.272571884207022 agents 

Final Total EEALT for  10  agents :  0.38033916524870104 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 6.1671643781267615 agents 

Final Total CALT for  10  agents :  0.38933779706785165 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 6.239693872502988 agents 

Final Total AALT for  10  agents :  0.343594049124084 Estimated Equivalent of Perfect Alternation 

among: 6.717970245620419 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total FALT for  10  agents :  0.6335699335699391 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 6.335699335699391 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EALT for  10  agents :  0.633503503503509 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 6.335035035035091 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EFALT for  10  agents :  0.411062550153464 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 6.411415986763506 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total EEALT for  10  agents :  0.41097447447447927 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 6.410729083921246 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total CALT for  10  agents :  0.41101337333661025 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 6.411032463426947 agents 

Last 10% Batches' Final Total AALT for  10  agents :  0.36335426335426324 Estimated Equivalent of 

Perfect Alternation among: 6.816771316771316 agents 

Final Total Rotation for  10  agents :  0.8042443296432514 

 

Process finished with exit code 0 
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